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Docket No. 50-317

Mr. A. E. Lundvall, Jr.
Vice President - Supply
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
Post Office Box 1475
Baltimore, Maryland 21203
Dear Mr. Lundvall:
The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 48 to Facility
Operating License No. DPR-53 for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit No. 1. This amendment consists of changes to the Technical
Specifications in accordance with your request dated September 22, 1980
and supplemental information dated October 31, November 1, 2, 3, 4,
10, 11, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 28 and December 3, 1980.
This amendment authorizes Cycle 5 operation at the licensed power level
of 2700 MWt with:
" a slight increase in fuel enrichment to allow for a longer operating
cycle;
"o some demonstration fuel assemblies to test new fuel designs;
"omodified (sleeved and reduced flow) guide tubes for the control
element assemblies (CEAs); and
o use of a new reactor protection system trip to protect the core
from steam generator transients.
The amendment revises the Appendix A Technical Specifications to incorporate
changes resulting from the detailed analysis of the Cycle 5 reload core.
Some portions of your proposed Technical Specifications have been modified
to meet our requirements. These modifications have been discussed
with and agreed to by your staff.
In addition, the enclosed Safety Evaluation supporting this amendment
addresses our evaluation of:
" the new reactor coolant system vent installation;
c

the reactor coolant pump (RCP)

studs corrosion problem;

o the removal of hydraulic snubber common reservoirs; and
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Mr. A. E. Lundvall, Jr.-
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0 the fire protection RCP lube oil collection system.
In the process of our evaluation of your request, we find the following
items need your attention as documented herein. For each item, your
staff has agreed to supply the documentation indicated on the schedule
shown. Some of these requested analyses result from expanded staff
reviews and will be requested of other licensees to coincide with their
reload reviews.
1. Provide analyses of the CEA ejection event to determine the number
of fuel rods that experience clad damage based on the ONB criterion
and to calculate radiological consequences within four months of the
date of this amendment.
2. Perform an analyses of the fuel misloading event and submit it for
staff review within six months of the date of this amendment.
3. Provide a positive means to alert the control room operators of
a boron dilution event when the reactor is shut down. Your description
of such a means would be submitted to the staff within 90 days of the
date of this amendment. If the positive means involves the installation
of hardware it will be completed before startup for Cycle 6 operation.
4. Provide a final report of both the CEA and Fuel Assembly Inspections
for fretting wear within 30 days after returning to power, and a proposed
fuel assembly and CEA inspection program at least 90 days prior to shutdown
for the Cycle 6 reload outage.
5. Expedite the development and submittal for staff review of operating
procedures and proposed Technical Specifications to control the newly
installed reactor coolant vent systems. Staff guidance is available
in NUREG-0737 issued with our October 31, 1980 letter.
6. Provide a new analysis for Unit 1, Cycle 6 and all subsequent reload
analyses for the Calvert Cliffs units with respect to the impact of
enhanced fission gas release on LOCA and other transients and accidents.
You should be aware that if any of the PROTOTYPE innovations be adopted
for general use at the Calvert Cliffs units, we would require the asso
ciated licensing submittal to include the results of post Irradiation
examinations of fuel assemblies containing the design innovations.
In addition, if future cycles will exceed traditional burnups (33,000
Mt4D/MTU) it will be necessary to perform an explicit safety analysis
for such PROTOTYPE fuel assemblies.
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Mr. A. E. Lundvall, Jr.

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and Notice of Issuance are also enclosed.
Sincerely,
-by
Robert A. Clark, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Licensing
Enclosures:
1. Amendment No. 48 to DPR-53
2. Safety Evaluation
3. Notice of Issuance
w/enclosures
See next page
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the fire protection RCP lube oil collection systenm

In the process of our evaluation of your request. we find the following
items need your attention as documented herein. For each Item, your
staff has agreed to supply the documentation indicated on the schedule
shown. Some of these requested analyses result from expanded staff
reviews and will be requested of other licensees to coincide with their
reload reviews.
1. Provide analyses of the CEA ejection event to determine the number
of fuel rods that experience clad damage based on the DNB criterion
and to calculate radiological consequences within four months of the
date of this amendment.
2. Perform an analyses of the fuel misloading event and submit it for
staff review within six months of the date of this amendment.
3. Provide a positive means to alert the control room operators of
a boron dilution event when the reactor is shut down. Your description
of such a means would be submitted to the staff within 90 days of the
date of this amendment. If the positive means Involves the installation
of hardware it will'be completed before startup for Cycle 6 operation.
4. Provide a final report of both the CEA and Fuel Assembly Inspections
for fretting wear within 30 days after returning to power, and a proposed
fuel assembly and CEA inspection program at least 90 days prior to shutdown
for the Cycle 6 reload outage.
5. Expedite the development and submittal for staff review of operating
procedures and proposed Technical Specifications to control the newly
installed reactor coolant vent systems. Staff guidance is available
in HUREG-0737 issued with our October 31, 1980 letter.
6. Provide a new analysis for Unit 1, Cycle 6 and all subsequent reload
analyses for the Calvert Cliffs units with respect to the impact of
enhanced fission gas release on LOCA and other transients and accidents.
You should be aware that if any of the PROTOTYPE innovations be adopted
for general use at the Calvert Cliffs units, we would require the asso
ciated licensing submittal to Include the results of post Irradiation
examinations of fuel assemblies containing the design innovations.
In addition, if future cycles will exceed traditional burnups (33,000
IMW/MTU) it will be necessary to perform an explicit safety analysis
for such PROTOTYPE fuel assemblies.
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Mr. A. E. Lundvall, Jr.

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and Notice of Issuance are also enclosed.
Sincerely,
lei wy;

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Licensing
Enclosures:
1. Amendment No. 48 to DPR-53
2. Safety Evaluation
3. Notice of Issuance
w/enclosures
See next page
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

m

l

,December

Docket No.

D. C. 20555

•WASHINGTON.

Z

12, 1980
50-317

Mr. A. E. Lundvall, Jr.
Vice President - Supply
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
Post Office Box 1475
Baltimore, Maryland 21203
Dear Mr. Lundvall:
The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 48 to Facility
Operating License No. DPR-53 for Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit No. 1. This amendment consists of changes to the Technical
and
Specifications in accordance with your request dated September 22
1,
November
31,
October
dated
December 12, 1980 and supplemental information
1980.
3,
December
and
28
2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26,
level
This amendment authorizes Cycle 5 operation at the licensed power
of 2700 MWt with:
" a slight increase in fuel enrichment to allow for a longer operating
cycle;

"osome demonstration fuel assemblies to test new fuel designs;
"° modified (sleeved and reduced flow) guide tubes for the control
element assemblies (CEAs); and
0

use of a new reactor protection system trip to protect the core
from steam generator transients.

to incorporate
The amendment revises the Appendix A Technical Specifications
core.
reload
5
Cycle
the
of
analysis
detailed
the
changes resulting from
been modified
Some portions of your proposed Technical Specifications have
discussed
been
have
modifications
These
to meet our requirements.
with and agreed to by your staff.
In addition, the enclosed Safety Evaluation supporting this amendment
addresses our evaluation of:

"othe new reactor coolant system vent installation;
"Othe reactor coolant pump (RCP)

studs corrosion problem;

"Othe removal of hydraulic snubber common reservoirs; and

Mr. A. E. Lundvall, Jr.
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0 the fire protection RCP lube oil collection system.
In the process of our evaluation of your request, we find the following
items need your attention as documented herein. For each item, your
staff has agreed to supply the documentation indicated on the schedule
shown. Some of these requested analyses result from expanded staff
reviews and will be requested of other licensees to coincide with their
reload reviews.
1. Provide analyses of the CEA ejection event to determine the number
of fuel rods that experience clad damage based on the DNB criterion
and to calculate radiological consequences within four months of the
date of this amendment.
2. Perform an analyses of the fuel misloading event and submit it for
staff review within six months of the date of this amendment.
3. Provide a positive means to alert the control room operators of
a boron dilution event when the reactor is shut down. Your description
of such a means would be submitted to the staff within 90 days of the
date of this amendment. If the positive means involves the installation
of.hardware, it will be completed before startup for Cycle 6 operation.
4. Provide a final report of both the CEA and Fuel Assembly Inspections.
for fretting wear within 30 days after returning to power, and a proposed
fuel assembly and CEA inspection program at least 90 days prior to shutdown
for the Cycle 6 reload outage.
5. Expedite the development and submittal for staff review of operating
procedures and proposed Technical Specifications to control the newly
installed reactor coolant vent systems. Staff guidance is available
in NUREG-0737 issued with our October 31, 1980 letter.
6. Provide a new analysis for Unit 1, Cycle 6 and all subsequent reload
analyses for the Calvert Cliffs units with respect to the impact of
enhanced fission gas release on LOCA and other transients and accidents.
You should be aware that if any of the PROTOTYPE innovations be adopted
for general use at the Calvert Cliffs units, we would require the asso
ciated licensing submittal to include the results of post irradiation
examinations of fuel assemblies containing the design innovations.
In addition, if future cycles will exceed traditional burnups (33,000
MWD/MTU) it will be necessary to perform an explicit safety analysis
for such PROTOTYPE fuel assemblies.
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Issuance are also enclosed.
Copies of the Safety Evaluation and Notice of
Sincerely,

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Licensing
Enclosures:
1. Amendment No. 48 to DPR-53
2. Safety Evaluation
3. Notice of Issuance
cc:

w/enclosures
See next page

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company

cc:

Mr. Bernard Fowler
President, Board of County
Commissioners
Prince Frederick, Maryland

James A. Biddison, Jr.
General Counsel
G and E Building
Charles Center
Baltimore, MIaryland 21203

Director, Criteria and Standards Division
Office of Radiation Programs (ANR-460)
U.S. Enviror~mental Protection Agemcy
Washington, D.C. 20460

George F. Trowbridge, Esquire
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and
Trowbri dge
1800 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
Mr. R. C. L. Olson
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
Room 922 - G and E Building
Post Office Box 1475
Baltimore, Maryland 21203
Mr. Leon B. Russell
Plant Superintendent
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
Lusby, Maryland 20657
Bechtel Power Corporation
ATTH: Mr. J. C. Judd
Chief Nuclear Engineer
1574U Shady Grove Road
Gaithersburo, Maryland 20760
Conbustion Engineering, Inc.
ATTN: Mr. P. W. Kruse, Manager
Engineering Services
Post Office Box 500
Windsor, Connecticut 06095
Calvert County Library
Prince Frederick, Maryland

20768

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region III Office
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR
Curtis Building (Sixth Floor)
Sixth and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
Ralph E. Architzel
Resident Reactor Inspector
NRC Inspection and Enforcement
P. 0. Box 437
Lusby, Maryland 20657
Mr. Charles B. Brinkman
Manager - Washington Nuclear
Operations
C-E Power Systems
Combustion Engineering, Inc.
4853 Cordell Ave., Suite A-l
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

20678

Director, Department of State Planring
301 West Preston Street
21201
Baltimore, Maryland
Mr. R. M. Douglass, Manager
Quality Assurance Department
Room 923 Gas & Electric Building
P. 0. Box 1475
21203
Baltimore, Maryland

Administrator, Power Plant Siting Program
Energy and Coastal Zone Administration
Department of Natural Resources
Tawes State Office Building
Annapolis, Maryland 21204
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BALTIMORE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
DOCKET NO.

50-317

CALVERT CLIFFS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNIT NO.

1

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE
Amendment No. 48
License No. DPR-53
1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:
A. The applications for amendment by Baltimore Gas and Electric
Electric Company (the licensee) dated September 22 and
December 12, 1980, as supplemented, complies with the
standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, as amended (the Act) and the Commission's rules and
regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I;

2.

B.

The facility will operate in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of
the Commission;

C.

There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations;

D.

The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public;
and

E.

The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51
of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements have
been satisfied.

Accordinglythe license is amended by changes to the Technical
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license
amendment, and paragraph 2.C(2) of Facility Operating License
No. DPR-53 is hereby amended to read as follows:
(2)

Technical Specifications
The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A and
B, as revised through Amendment No. 48, are hereby incor
porated in the license. The licensee shall operate the
facility in accordance with the Technical Specifications.
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3.

This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Roert A. Clark, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Licensing
Attachment:
Changes to the Technical Specifications
Date of Issuance:

December 12,

1980

ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO.
FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO.
DOCKET NO.

48

DPR-53

50-317

Replace the following pages of the Appendix "A" Technical Specifications
with the enclosed pages. The revised pages are identified by amendment
The
number and contain vertical lines indicating the area of change.
corresponding overleaf pages are also provided to maintain document
completeness.

Pages
2-2
2-9
2-10
2-11
B 2-1
B 2-3
B 2-5
B 2-6
B 2-7
3/4 1-1
3/4 1-3
3/4 1-5'
3/4 1-9
3/4 1-I 1
3/4 1-13
3/4 1-14
3/4 1-15
3/4 1-16
3/4 2-3
3/4 2-4
3/4 2-5
3/4 2-6

3/4 2-8
3/4 2-9
3/4 2-11
3/4 3-2
3/4 3-4
3/4 3-6
3/4 3-7
3/4 3-15
3/4 3-17
3/4 3-20
3/4 4-2
3/4 5-1
3/4 5-5
3/4 5-7
3/4 7-51
3/4 7-52
3/4 7-62
3/4 9-1
3/4 10-1
B 3/4 1-1
B 3/4 1-2

B 3/4 1-3
B 3/4 2-2
B 3/4 9-1

2.0

SAFETY LIMITS AND LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

2.1

SAFETY LIMITS

REACTOR CORE
2.1.1 The combination of THERMAL POWER, pressurizer pressure, and highest
operating loop cold leg coolant temperature shall not exceed the limits
shown in Figures 2.1-1, 2.1-2, 2.1-3 and 2.1-4 for the various combinations
of two, three and four reactor coolant pump operation.
APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:
Whenever the point defined by the combination of the highest operating
loop cold leg temperature and THERMAL POWER has exceeded the appropriate
pressurizer pressure line, be in HOT STANDBY within 1 hour.
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE

The Reactor Coolant System pressure shall. not exceed 2750 psia.

2.1.2

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

ACTION:
MODES 1 and 2
2750
Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded
System pressure
Coolant
Reactor
the
with
STANDBY
HOT
psia, be in
within its limit within 1 hour.

MODES 3, 4 and 5
2750
Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded
its
within
to
psia, reduce the Reactor Coolant System pressure
limit within 5 minutes.
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FRACTION OF RATED THERMAL POWER

FIGURE 2.1-1
Reactor Core Thermal Margin Safety Limit
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TABLE 2.2-1

C-)

(Cont'd),

CM

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINT LIMITS
--4
I-•

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
"11
U,}

TRIP SETPOINT

ALLOWABLE VALUES

4.

Pressurizer Pressure - High

< 2400 psia

< 2400 psia

5.

Containment Pressure - High

< 4 psig

< 4 psig

6.

Steam Generator Pressure - Low (2)

> 570 psia

> 570 psia

7.

Steam Generator Water Level - Low

> 10 inches below top
of feed ring.

> 10 inches below top
of feed ring.

8.

Axial flux offset (3)

Trip setpolnt adjusted to
not exceed the limit lines
of Figure 2.2-1.

Trip setpoint adjusted to
not exceed the limit lines
of Figure 2.2-1.

9.

Thermal Margin/Low Pressure (1)

C

,o

10.

0D

Four Reactor Coolant Pumps
Operating

Trip setpoint adjusted to
not exceed the limit lines
of Figures 2.2-2 and 2.2-3.

Trip setpoint adjusted to
not exceed the limit lines
of Figures 2.2-2 and 2.2-3.

b.

Steam Generator Pressure
Difference - High (I)

< 135 psid

S135 psid

> 1100 psig

>1100 pslg

< 2.6 decades per minute

<

Loss of Turbine -- Hydraulic
Fluid Pressure - Low (3)

=3

0I

a.

11.

Rate of Change of Power - High (4)

2.6 decades per minute

TABLE NOTATION
(1) Trip may be bypassed below 10-4% of RATED THERMAL POWER; bypass shall be' automatically removed when
THERMAL POWER is > 10 % of RATED THERMAL POWER.

I

(

(

m

TABLE 2.2-1

-
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TABLE NOTATIONS

C-)

'-

-

r•~

w

C3

Co
4•.

(Cont'd)
(Cont'd)

(2)

Trip may be manually bypassed below 685 psia; bypass shall be automatically removed at or above 685 psia.

(3)

Trip may be bypassed below 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER;
THERMAL POWER is > 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

(4)

Trip may be bypassed below 1074% and above 12% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

bypass shall be automatically removed when
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2.1

SAFETY LIMITS

BASES

2.1.1

REACTOR CORE

The restrictions of this safety limit prevent overheating of the
fuel cladding and possible cladding perforation which would result in the
release of fission products to the reactor coolant. Overheating of the
fuel is prevented by maintaining the steady state peak linear heat rate
at or less than 21 kw/ft. Centerline fuel melting will not occur
for this peak linear heat rate. Overheating of the fuel cladding is
prevented by restricting fuel operation to within the nucleate boiling
regime where the heat transfer coefficient is large and the cladding
surface temperature is slightly above the coolant saturation temperature.
Operation above the upper boundary of the nucleate boiling regime
could result in excessive cladding temperatures because of the onset of
departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) and the resultant sharp reduction
in heat transfer coefficient. DNB is not a directly measurable parameter
during operation and therefore THERMAL POWER and Reactor Coolant Temper
ature and Pressure have been related to DNB through the CE-l correlation.
The CE-I DNB correlation has been developed to predict the DNB flux and
the location of DNB for axially uniform and non-uniform heat flux distri
butions. The local DNB heat flux ratio, DNBR, defined as the ration of
the heat flux that would cause DNB at a particular core location to the
local heat flux, is indicative of the margin to DNB.
The minimum value of the DNBR during steady state operation, normal
operational transients, and anticipated transients is limited to 1.195
This value corresponds to a 95 percent probability at a 95 percent con
fidence level that DNB will not occur and is chosen as an appropriate
margin to DNB for all operating conditions.
The curves of Figures 2.1-1, 2.1-2, 2.1-3 and 2.1-4 show the
loci of points of THERMAL POWER, Reactor Coolant System pressure and
maximum cold leg temperature of various pump combinations for which the
minimum DNBR is no less than 1.195 for the family of axial shapes and
corresponding radial peaks shown in Figure B2.l-l. The limits in Figures
2.1-1, 2.1-2, 2.1-3 and 2.1-4 were calculated for reactor coolant
inlet temperatures less than or equal to 580°F. The dashed line at 580'F
coolant inlet temperature is not a safety limit; however, operation above
580°F is not possible because of the actuation of the main steam line
safety valves which limit the maximum value of reactor inlet temperature.
Reactor operation at THERMAL POWER levels higher than 112% of RATED THERMAL
POWER is prohibited by the high power level trip setpoint specified in
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SAFETY LIMITS
BASES
Table 2.1-1.
these lines.

The area of safe operation is below and to the left of

The conditions for the Thermal Margin Safety Limit curves in Figures
2.1-1, 2.1-2, 2.1-3 and 2.1-4 to be valid are shown on the figures.
The reactor protective system in combination with the Limiting
Conditions for Operation, is designed to prevent any anticipated combina
tion of transient conditions for reactor coolant system temperature,
pressure, and THERMAL POWER level that would result in a DNBR of less
than 1.195 and preclude the existence of flow instabilities.
2.1.2

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE

The restriction of this Safety Limit protects the integrity of the
Reactor Coolant System from overpressurization and thereby prevents the
release of radionuclides contained in the reactor coolant from reaching
the containment atmosphere.
The reactor pressure vessel and pressurizer are designed to Section
II1, 1967 Edition, of the ASME Code for Nuclear Power Plant Components
which permits a maximum transient pressure of 110% (2750 psia) of design
pressure. The Reactor Coolant System piping, valves and fittings, are
designed to ANSI B 31.7, Class I, 1969 Edition, which permits a maximum
transient pressure of 110% (2750 psia) of component design pressure.
The Safety Limit of 2750 psia is therefore consistent with the design
criteria and associated code requirements.
The entire Reactor Coolant System is hydrotested at 3125 psia to
demonstrate integrity prior to initial operation.
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2.2

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS

BAS ES

2.2.1

REACTOR TRIP SETPOINTS

The Reactor Trip Setpoints specified in Table 2.2-1 are the values
at which the Reactor Trips are set for each parameter. The Trip Setpoints
have been selected to ensure that the reactor core and reactor coolant
system are prevented from exceeding their safety limits. Operation with
a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but within its speci
fied Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the difference
between the trip setpoint and the Allowable Value is equal to or less
than the drift allowance assumed for each trip in the safety analyses.
Manual Reactor Trip
The Manual Reactor Trip is a redundant channel to the automatic
protective instrumentation channels and provides manual reactor trip
capability.
Power Level-High
The Power Level-High trip provides reactor core protection against
reactivity excursions which are too rapid to be protected by a Pressurizer
Pressure-High or Thermal Margin/Low Pressure trip.
The Power Level-High trip setpoint is operator adjustable and can be
set no higher than 10% above the indicated THERMAL POWER level. Operator
action is required to increase the trip setpoint as THERMAL POWER is power
THERMAL
increased. The trip setpoint is automatically decreased as
of RATED
107.0%
of
value
maximum
a
has
decreases. The trip setpoint
POWER.
THERMAL
RATED
of
30%
of
setpoint
THERMAL POWER and a minimum
due to
point
trip
in
variation
possible
the
value
Adding to this maximum
calibration and instrument errors, the maximum actual steady-state
of RATED
THERMAL POWER level at which a trip would be actuated is 112%
THERMAL POWER, which is the value used in the safety analyses.
Reactor Coolant Flow-Low
prevent
The Reactor Coolant Flow-Low trip provides core protection to
coolant
DNB in the event of a sudden significant decrease in reactorsystem to permit
protective
reactor
the
in
made
been
flow. Provisions have
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LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS
BASES

operation of the reactor at reduced power if one or two reactor coolant
pumps are taken out of service. The low-flow trip setpoints and Allowable
Values for the various reactor coolant pump combinations have been
derived in consideration of instrument errors and response times of
equipment involved to maintain the DNBR above 1.195 under normal operation
and expected transients. For reactor operation with only two or three
reactor coolant pumps operating, the Reactor Coolant Flow-Low trip set
points, the Power Level-High trip setpoints, and the Thermal Margin/Low
Pressure trip setpoints are automatically changed when the pump condition
selector switch is manually set to the desired two- or three-pump
position. Changing these trip setpoints during two and three pump
operation prevents the minimum value of DNBR from going below 1.195 during
normal operational transients and anticipated transients when only two or
three reactor coolant pumps are operating.
Pressurizer Pressure-High
The Pressurizer Pressure-High trip, backed up by the pressurizer code
safety valves and main steam line safety valves, provides reactor coolant
system protection against overpressurization in the event of loss of load
without reactor trip. This trip's setpoint is 100 psi below the nominal
lift setting (2500 psia) of the pressurizer code safety valves and its
concurrent operation with the power-operated relief valves avoids the
undesirable operation of the pressurizer code safety valves.
Containment Pressure-High
The Containment Pressure-High trip provides assurance that a reactor
trip is initiated concurrently with a safety injection. The setpoint
for this trip is identical to the safety injection setpoint.
Steam Generator Pressure-Low
The Steam Generator Pressure-Low trip provides protection against
an excessive rate of heat extraction from the steam generators and
subsequent cooldown of the reactor coolant. The setting of 570 psia
is sufficiently below the full-load operating point of 850 psia so
as not to interfere with normal operation, but still high enough to
provide the required protection in the event of excessively high steam
flow. This setting was used with an uncertainty factor of + 22 psi
in the accident analyses.
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LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTINGS
BASES

Steam Generator Water Level
The Steam Generator Water Level-Low trip provides core protection
by preventing operation with the steam generator water level below the
minimum volume required for adequate heat removal capacity and assures
that the pressure of the reactor coolant system will not exceed its
Safety Limit. The specified setpoint provides allowance that there will
be sufficient water inventory in the steam generators at the time of
trip to provide a margin of more than 13 minutes before auxiliary
feedwater is required.
Axial Flux Offset
The axial flux offset trip is provided to ensure that excessive
axial peaking will not cause fuel damage. The axial flux offset is
determined from the axially split excore detectors. The trip setpoints
ensure that neither a DNBR of less than 1.195 nor a peak linear heat rate
which corresponds to the temperature for fuel centerline melting will
exist as a consequence of axial power maldistributions. These trip set
points were derived from an analysis of many axial power shapes with
allowances for instrumentation inaccuracies and the uncertainty associated
with the excore to incore axial flux offset relationship.
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure
The Thermal Margin/Low Pressure trip is provided to prevent operation
when the DNBR is less than 1.195.
The trip is initiated whenever the reactor coolant system pressure
signal drops below either 1750 psia or a computed value as described
below, whichever is higher. The computed value is a function of the
higher of AT power or neutron power, reactor inlet temperature, and the
number of reactor coolant pumps operating. The minimum value of reactor
coolant flow rate, the maximum AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT and the maximum CEA
deviation permitted for continuous operation are assumed in the genera
tion of this trip function. In addition, CEA group sequencing in accor
dance with Specifications 3.1.3.5 and 3.1.3.6 is assumed. Finally, the
maximum insertion of CEA banks which can occur during any anticipated
operational occurrence prior to a Power Level-High trip is assumed.
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LIMITING SAFETYSYSTEM SETTINGS
BASES
The Thermal Margin/Low Pressure trip setpoints are derived from the
core safety limits through application of appropriate allowances for
equipment response time, measurement uncertainties and processing error.
A safety margin is provided which includes: an allowance of 5% of
RATED THERMAL POWER to compensate for potential power measurement error;
an allowance of 2*F to compensate for potential temperature measurement
uncertainty; and a further allowance of 92 psia to compensate for
pressure measurement error, trip system processing error, and time delay
associated with providing effective termination of the occurrence that
exhibits the most rapid decrease in margin to the safety limit. The 92
psia allowance is made up of a 22 psia pressure measurement allowance
and a 70 psia time delay allowance.
Asymmetric Steam Generator Transient Protection Trip Function (ASGTPTF)
The ASGTPTF utilizes steam generator pressure inputs to the TM/LP
calculator, which causes a reactor trip when the difference in pressure
between the two steam generators exceeds the trip setpoint. The ASGTPTF
is designed to provide a reactor trip for those Anticipated Operational
Occurrences associated with secondary system malfunctions which result
The most limiting event
in asymmetric primary loop coolant temperatures.
is the loss of load to one steam generator caused by a single Main Steam
Isolation Valve closure.
The equipment trip setpoint and allowable values are calculated to
account for instrument uncertainties, and will ensure a trip at or before
reaching the analysis setpoint.
Loss of Turbine
A Loss of Turbine trip causes a direct reactor trip when operating
above 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER. This trip provides turbine protection,
reduces the severity of the ensuing transient and helps avoid the lifting
of the main steam line safety valves during the ensuing transient, thus
extending the service life of these valves. No credit was taken in the
accident analyses for operation of this trip. Its functional capability
at the specified trip setting is required to enhance the overall
reliability of the Reactor Protection System.
Rate of Change of Power-High
The Rate of Change of Power-High trip is provided to protect the core
during startup operations and its use serves as a backup to the administra
tively enforced startup rate limit. Its trip setpoint does not correspond
to a Safety Limit and no credit was taken in the accident analyses for
operation of this trip. Its functional capability at the specified trip
setting is required to enhance the overall reliability of the Reactor
Protection System.
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3/4.1

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3/4.1.1

BORATION CONTROL

SHUTDOWN MARGIN - T

avg

> 2000 F.

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.1.1.1

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be > 4.3%* Ak/k.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2**, 3 and 4.

ACTION:
With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN < 4.3%* Ak/k, immediately initiate and continue
boration at > 40 gpm of 2300 ppm boric acid solution or equivalent until
the required-SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.1.1.1.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be > 4.3%* Ak/k:
a.
Within one hour after detection of an inoperable CEA(s) and at
least once per 12 hours thereafter while the CEA(s) is inoperable.
If the inoperable CEA is immovable or untrippable, the above
.required SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be increased by an amount at
least equal to the withdrawn worth of the immovable or untrippable
CEA(s).
b.
When in MODES 1 or 2', at least once per 12 hours by verifying
that CEA group withdrawal is within the Transient Insertion
Limits of Specification 3.1.3.6.
c.
d.

When in MODE 2r#, within 4 hours prior to achieving reactor
criticality by verifying that the predicted critical CEA
position is within the limits of Specification 3.1.3.6.
Prior to initial operation above 5% RATED THERMAL POWER after
each fuel loading, by consideration of the factors of e below,
with the CEA groups at the Transient Insertion Limits of
Specification 3.1.3.6.

*

Adherence to Technical Specification 3.1.3.6 as specified in Surveillance
Requirements 4.1.1.1.1 assures that there is sufficient available shut
down margin to match the shutdown margin requirements of the safety
analyses.

**

See Special Test Exception 3.10.1.

# With K
1f.O.
## With Keff < 1.0.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

e.

When in MODES 3 or 4, at least once per 24 hours by con
sideration of the following factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reactor coolant system boron concentration,
CEA position,
Reactor coolant system average temperature,
Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation,
Xenon concentration, and
Samarium concentration.

4.1.1.1.2 The overall core reactivity balance shall be compared to
predicted values to demonstrate agreement within + 1.0% Ak/k at least
once per 31 Effective Full Power Days (EFPD).
This comparison shall
consider at least those factors stated in Specification 4.1.1.1.1.e,
above. The predicted reactivity values shall be adjusted (normalized)
to correspond to the actual core conditions prior to exceeding a fuel
burnup of 60 Effective Full Power Days after each fuel loading.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
SHUTDOWN MARGIN - Targ < 200 0 F
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.1.1.2

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be > 3.0% Ak/k.

APPLICABILITY:

MODE 5

a.

Pressurizer level > 90 inches from bottom of the pressurizer.

b.

Pressurizer level < 90 inches from bottom of the pressurizer and all
sources of non-borated water < 88 gpm.

ACTION:
a.

With the SHUTDOWN MARGIN g 3.0% Ak/k, immediately initiate and continue
boration at >-40 gpm of 2300 ppm boric acid solution or equivalent until
the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN is restored.

,b. With the pressurizer drained to < 90 inches and all sources of non
borated water > 88 gpm, immediately suspend all operations involving
positive reactivity changes while the SHUTDOWN MARGIN is increased to
compensate for the additional sources of non-borated water or reduce
the sources of non-borated water to < 88 gpm.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.1.1.2

The SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be determined to be > 3.0% Ak/k:

a.

Within one hour after detection of an inoperable CEA(s) and at
least once per 12 hours thereafter while the CEA(s) is inoperable.
If the inoperable CEA is immovable or untrippable, the above
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN shall be increased by an amount at least
equal to the withdrawn worth of the immovable or untrippable CEA(s).

b.

At least once per 24 hours by consideration of the following
factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

4.1.1.2.2.

Reactor coolant system boron concentration,
CEA position,
Reactor coolant system average temperature,
Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation,
Xenon. concentration, and
Samarium concentration.
With the pressurizer drained to < 90 inches determine:
a.

b.

Within one hour and every 12 hours thereafter that the level
in the reactor coolant system is above the bottom of the
hot leg nozzles, and
Within one hour and every 12 hours thereafter that the sources
of non-borated water are < 88 gpm or the shutdown margin has
compensated for the additional sources.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
BORON DILUTION
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.1.1.3 The flow rate of reactor coolant through the reactor coolant
system shall be > 3000 gpm whenever a reduction in Reactor Coolant
System boron conýcentration is being made.
IAPPLICABILITY:

ALL MODES.

ACTION:
With the flow rate of reactor coolant through the reactor coolant system
< 3000 gpm, immediately suspend all operations involving a reduction
in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.1.3 The flow rate of reactor coolant through the reactor coolant
system shall be determined to be > 3000 gpm within one hour prior to
the start of and at least once per hour during a reduction in the
Reactor Coolant System boron concentration by either:
a.

Verifying at least one reactor coolant pump is in operation,
or

b.

Verifying that at least one low pressure safety injection pump
is in operation and supplying > 3000 gpm through the reactor
coolant system.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
I TMTTTNI

CANflTTTAN FAR APFATTON

ITMTTTma

rnmnTTTnm FOR OPERATION

3.1.1.4

The moderator temperature coefficient (MTC)

shall be:

a.

Less positive than 0.5 x lO"4 Ak/k/°F whenever THERMAL
POWER is < 70% of RATED THERMAL POWER,

b.

Less positive than 0.2 x 104 Ak/k/°F whenever THERMAL
POWER is > 70% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and

c.

Less negative than -2.2 x 10-4 Ak/k/°F at RATED THERMAL
POWER.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1 and 2*#

ACTION:
With the moderator temperature coefficient outside any one of the above
limits, be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.1.1.4.1 The MTC.shall be determined to be within its limits by
confirmatory measurements. MTC measured values shall be extrapolated
and/or compensated to permit direct comparison with the above limits.

*With Keff > 1.0.
#See Special Test Exception 3.10.2.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
4.1.1.4.2 The MTC shall be determined at the following frequencies
and
THERMAL POWER conditions during each fuel cycle:
a.

Prior to initial operation above 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER,
after each fuel loading.

b.

At any THERMAL POWER, within 7 EFPD after reaching a RATED
THERMAL POWER equilibrium boron concentration of 900 ppm.

c.

At any THERMAL POWER, within 7 EFPD after reaching a RATED
THERMAL POWER equilibrium boron concentration of 300 ppm.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
FLOW PATHS - OPERATING
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION.
3.1.2.2 At leagt two of the following three boron injection flow paths
and one associated heat tracing circuit shall be OPERABLE:
a.

b.

Two flow paths from the boric acid storage tanks via either a
boric acid pump or a gravity feed connection, and a charging
pump to the Reactor Coolant System, and
The flow path from the refueling water tank via a charging
pump to the Reactor Coolant System.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:
With only one of the above required boron injection flow paths to the
Reactor Coolant System OPERABLE, restore at least two boron injection
flow paths to the Reactor Coolant System to OPERABLE status within 72
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN
equivalent to at least 3%Ak/k at 200OF within the next 6 hours; restore at
least two flow paths to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 30 hours.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.1.2.2 At least two of the above required flow paths shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:
a.

At least once per 7 days by verifying that the temperature of
the heat traced portion of the flow path from the concentrated
boric acid tanks is above the temperature limit line shown on
Figure 3.1-1.

b.

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual,
power operated or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, is in its correct
position.

c.

At least once per 18 months during shutdown by verifying that
each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its correct
position on a SIAS test signal.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
CHARGING PUMP - SHUTDOWN
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.3 At least one charging pump or one high pressure safety injection
pump in the boron injection flow path required OPERABLE pursuant to
Specification 3.1.2.1 shall be OPERABLE and capable of being powered
from an OPERABLE emergency bus.
APPLICABILITY:

MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:
With no charging pump or high pressure safety injection pump OPERABLE,
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity
changes until at least one of the required pumps is restored to OPERABLE
status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.3 No additional Surveillance Requirements other than those required
by Specification 4.0.5.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
CHARGING PUMPS

-

OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.4

At least two charging pumps shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:
With only one charging pump OPERABLE, restore at least two charging
pumps to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to at least3Z%Ak/k at
200OF within the next 6 hours; restore at least two charging pumps to
OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
next 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.1.2.4 No additional Surveillance Requirements other than those required
by Specification 4-.0.5.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
BORIC ACID PUMPS - SHUTDOWN
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.5 At least one boric acid pump shall be OPERABLE and capable of
being powered from an OPERABLE emergency bus if only the flow path
through the boric acid pump in Specification 3.1.2.1a above, is OPERABLE.
APPLICABILITY:

MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:
With no boric acid pump OPERABLE as required to complete the flow path
of Specification 3.1.2.1a, suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERA
TIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one boric acid pump
is restored to OPERABLE status.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.1.2.5 No additional Surveillance Requirements other than those required
by Specification 4.0.5.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
BORIC ACID PUMPS - OPERATING
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.1.2.6 At least the boric acid pump(s) in the boron injection flow
path(s) required OPERABLE pursuant to Specification 3.1.2.2a shall be
OPERABLE and capable of being powered from an OPERABLE emergency bus if
the flow path through the boric acid pump(s) in Specification 3.1.2.2a
is OPERABLE.
APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:
With one boric acid pump required for the boron injection flow path(s)
acid
pursuant to Specification 3.1.2.2a inoperable, restore the boric
STANDBY
HOT
least
at
pump to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in
within the next 6 hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent to
at least :3%Ak/k at 200°F; restore the above required boric acid pump(s)
to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within
the next 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.1.2.6 No additional Surveillance Requirements other than those required
by Specification 4,0.5.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
BORATED WATER SOURCES - SHUTDOWN
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.7 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shall
be OPERABLE:
a.

One boric acid storage tank and one associated heat tracing
circuit with the tank contents in accordance with Figure 3.1-1.

b.

The refueling water tank with:
1.

A minimum contained borated water volume of 9,844 gallons,

2.

A minimum boron concentration of 2300 ppm, and

3.

A minimum solution temperature of 351F.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:
With no borated water sources OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving
CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes until at least one
borated water source is restored to OPERABLE status.
SURVE ILLANCE REOU IREM ENTS
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.1.2.7 The above required borated water source shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE:
a.

b.

At least once per 7 days by:
1.

Verifying the boron concentration of the water,

2.

Verifying the contained borated water volume of the tank,
and

3.

Verifying the boric acid storage tank solution temperature
when it is the source of borated water.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWT temperature
when it is the source of borated water and the outside air
temperature is < 35*F.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL-SYSTEMS
BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.1.2.8 At least two of the following three borated water sources shall
be OPERABLE:
a.

Two boric acid storage tank(s) and one associated heat tracing
circuit per tank with the contents of the tanks in accordance
with Figure 3.1-1 and the boron concentration limited to <_8%,
and

b.

The refueling water tank with:
1.

A minimum contained borated water volume of 400,000
gallons,

2.• A boron concentration of between 2300 and 2800 ppm,
3.

A minimum solution temperature of 40'F, and

4.

A maximum solution temperature of 100'F in MODE 1.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2,

3 and 4.

ACTION:
With only one borated water source OPERABLE, restore at least two borated
water sources to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent
to at least 3% Ak/k at 200'F; restore at least two borated water sources
to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within
the next 30 hours.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.1.2.8
a.

b.

At least two borated water sources shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
At least once per 7 days by:
1.

Verifying the boron concentration in each water source,

2.

Verifying the contained borated water volume in each
water source, and

3.

Verifying the boric acid storage tank solution temperature.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWT temperature
when the outside air temperature is < 40°F.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
TOTAL PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR

-

FT
xy

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.2.2

The calculated value of FT

,

limited to < 1.620.
APPLICABILITY:

defined as FTxy = Fxy(l+Tq)

shall be
I

MODE 1*.

ACTION:
With FT > 1.620, within 6 hours either:
xy
a.
Reduct THERMAL POWER to bring the combination of THERMAL POWER
and F
to within the limits of Figure 3.2-3 and withdraw the
full Ungth CEAs to or beyond the Long Term Steady State
Insertion Limits of Specification 3.1.3.6; or
b.

I

Be in at least HOT STANDBY.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.2.2.1

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

4.2.2.2 FT shall be calculated by the expression FT = F
(l+T ) and FT
xy
xy
xy intervals:
shall be determined
q
xy
to be within its limit at the following
a.

Prior to operation above 70 percent of RATED THERMAL POWER
after each fuel loading,

b.

At least once per 31 days of accumulated operation in MODE 1,
and

c.

Within four hours if the AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (T q) is > 0.030.

*See Special Test Exception 3.10.2.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

TOTAL INTEGRATED RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR - FrT
r
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.2.3 The calculated value of FT, defined as Fr = F (l+T ), shall be
q
r
r
r
limited to < 1.620.
APPLICABILITY:

MODE 1*.

ACTION:

T

with Fr > 1.620, within 6 hours either:
a.

Be in at least HOT STANDBY,

b.

Reduct THERMAL POWER to bring the combination of THERMAL POWER
and F to within the limits of Figure 3.2-3 and withdraw the full
lengt CEAs to or beyond the Long Term Steady State Insertion
Limits of Specification 3.1.3.6. The THERMAL POWER limit
determined from Figure 3.2-3 shall then be used to establish a
revised upper THERMAL POWER level limit on Figure 3.2-4 (truncate
Figure 3.2-4 at the allowable fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER
determined by Figure 3.2-31 and subsequent operation shall be
maintained within the reduced acceptable operation region of
Figure 3.2-4.

or

3URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
1.2.3.1

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.
T

T

Fr+T-an

T

[.2.3.2 Fr shall be calculated by the expression Fr = F (+T ) anFr
;hall be determined to be within its limit at the following intervals:
a.

Prior to operation above 70 percent of RATED THERMAL POWER
after each fuel loading,

b.

At least once per 31 days of accumulated operation in MODE 1,
and

c.

Within four hours if the AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Tq is > 0.030.

,See Special Test Exception 3.10.2.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.2.3.3 Fr shall be determined each time a calculation of FT is required

r

r

by using the incore detectors to obtain a power distribution map with
all full length CEAs at or above the Long Term Steady State Insertion
Limit for the existing Reactor Coolant Pump combination.
4.2.3.4

T

shall be determined each time a calculation of FT is required
q
T
r
and the value of Tq used to determine Fr shall be the measured value of T
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT - Tq

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT (Tq ) shall not exceed 0.030.

3.2.4

APPLICABILITY:

MODE 1 above 50% of RATED THERMAL POWER.*

ACTION:
a.

With the indicated AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT determined to be > 0.030
within two hours or
but < 0.10, either correct the power tilt
determine within the next 2 hours and at least once per subse
TT
and the TOTAL INTEGRATED RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR (Fr) are within
the limits of Specifications 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

b.

With the indicated AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT determined to be > 0.10,
operation may proceed for up to 2 hours provided that the TOTAL
INTEGRATED RADIAL TPEAKING FACTOR (Fr) and TOTAL PLANAR RADIAL
PEAKING FACTOR (F T)

xy

are within the limits of Specifications

3.2.2 and 3.2.3. Subsequent operation for the purpose of
is allowable
measurement and to identify the cause of the tilt
provided the THERMAL POWER level is restricted to < 20% of
the maximum allowable THERMAL POWER level for the existing
Reactor Coolant Pump combination.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT
4.2.4.1

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable.

4.2.4.2 The AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT shall be determined to be within the
limit by:
at least once per 12 hours,

and

a.

Calculating the tilt

b.

Using the incore detectors to determine the AZIMUTHAL POWER
TILT at least once per 12 hours when one excore channel is
inoperable and THERMAL POWER IS > 75% of RATED THERMAL POWER.

See Special Test Exception 3.10.2.
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3/4.3
3/4.3.1

INSTRUMENTATION
REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.3.1.1 As a minimum, the reactor protective instrumentation channels
and bypasses of Table 3.3-1 shall be OPERABLE with RESPONSE TIMES as
shown in Table 3.3-2.
APPLICABILITY:

As shown in Table 3.3-1.

ACTION:
As shown in Table 3.3-1.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.3.1.1.1 Each reactor protective instrumentation channel shall be
demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK, CHANNEL
CALIBRATION and CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST operations during the MODES and
at the frequencies shown in Table 4.3-1.
4.3.1.1.2 The logic for the bypasses shall be demonstrated OPERABLE
prior to each reactor startup unless performed during the preceding 92
The total bypass function shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least
days.
once per 18 months during CHANNEL CALIBRATION testing of each channel
affected by bypass operation.
4.3.1.1.3 The REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME of each reactor trip
function shall be demonstrated to be within its limit at least once per
Each test shall include at least one channel per function
18 months.
such that all channels are tested at least once every N times 18 months
where N is the total number of redundant channels in a specific reactor
trip function as shown in the "Total No. of Channels" column of Table
3.3-I.
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TABLE 3.3-1
REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

C--)

MINIMUM

--4

r-Ti

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

CHANNELS
OPERABLE

APPLICABLE
MODES

ACTION

Manual Reactor Trip

2

1

2

1, 2 and *

1

2.

Power Level - High

4

2

,3(f)

1, 2

21#

3.

Reactor Coolant Flow - Low

4/SG

2(a)/SG

3/SG

1, 2 (e)

2#

4.

Pressurizer Pressure - High

4

2

3

1, 2

2#

5.

Containment Pressure - High

4

2

3

1, 2

2#

6.

Steam Generator Pressure - Low 4/SG

2(b)/SG

3/SG

1, 2

2#

7.

Steam Generator Water
4/SG

2/SG

3/SG

1,2

4

2(c)

3

1

4

2(a)

3

1, 2 (e)

4

2(a)

3

1, 2 (e)

4

2(c)

3

I

Level - Low

Axial Flux Offset

8.
9.a.
b.

Thermal Aargin/Low Pressure
Steam Generator Pressure
Difference - High

-13
(D
--I
,r-,

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

1.

-1n

--4

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

10.

Loss of Turbine--Hydraulic
Fluid Pressure - Low

=4z
.C1

I

TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)

C-)
I

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION

rri
-4

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

APPLICABLE
MODES

of Change of Power - High

4

2(d)

3(f)

1, 2 and *

2#

Shutdown

4

0

2

3, 4, 5

3

12. Reactor Protection System
Logic Matrices
13. Reactor Protection System
Logic Matrix Relays

6

1

6

1, 2*

4

4/Matrix

3/Matrix

4/Matrix

1, 2*

4

14. Reactor Trip Breakers

8

6

8

1, 2*

4

r1

-n

U)

-I

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
11. Wide Range Logarithmic Neutron
Flux Monitor
a. Startup and Operating--Rate
b.

c-

ACTION

(

(

TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)
TABLE NOTATION

With the protective system trip breakers in the closed position and
the CEA drive system capable of CEA withdrawal.
#The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.,
(a)

Trip may be bypassed below 10-4 of RATED THERMAL POWER; bypass shall
be automatically removed when THERMAL POWER is > 10- of RATED
THERMAL POWER.

(b)

Trip may be manually bypassed below 685 psia; bypass shall be
automatically removed at or above 685 psia.

(c)

Trip may be bypassed below 15% of RATED THERMAL POWER; bypass
shall be automatically removed when THERMAL POWER is > 15% of
RATED THERMAL POWER.

(d)

Trip may be bypassed below 10-4% and above 12% of RATED THERMAL
POWER.

(e)

Trip may be bypassed during testing pursuant to Special Test Excep
tion 3.10.3.

(f)

There shall be at least two decades of overlap between the Wide
Range Logarithmic Neutron Flux Monitoring Channels and the Power
Range Neutron Flux Monitoring Channels.
ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 1

-

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than
required by the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement,
restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within
48 hours or be in HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours
and/or open the protective system trip breakers.

ACTION 2

-

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the
Total Number of Channels, STARTUP and/or POWER OPERATION
may proceed provided the following conditions are satisfied:
a.

The inoperable channel is placed in either the bypassed
or tripped condition within 1 hour. For the purposes
of testing and maintenance, the inoperable channel may
be bypassed for up to 48 hours from time of initial loss
of OPERABILITY; however, the inoperable channel shall
then be either restored to OPERABLE status or placed in
the tripped condition.
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TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)
ACTION STATEMENTS

b.

Within one hour, all functional units receiving an
input from the inoperable channel are also placed in
the same condition (either bypassed or tripped, as
applicable) as that required by a. above for the
inoperable channel.

c.

The Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is met;
however, one additional channel may be bypassed for
up to 48 hours while performing tests and maintenance
on that channel provided the other inoperable channel
is placed in the tripped condition.

ACTION 3

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than required
by the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, verify compli
ance with the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements of Specification
3.1.1.1 or 3.1.1.2, as applicable, within 1 hour
and at least once per 12 hours thereafter.

ACTION 4

With the number of channels OPERABLE one less than required
by the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement, be in HOT
STANDBY within 6 hours; however, one channel may be
bypassed for up to 1 hour for surveillance testing per
Specification 4.3.1.1.
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TABLE 3.3-2
REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION RESPONSE TIMES

m

C)

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

RESPONSE TIME

Tr1

1. Manual Reactor Trip

Not Applicable

2.

Power Level - High

3.

Reactor Coolant Flow - Low

< 0.50 seconds

4.

Pressurizer Pressure - High

< 0.90 seconds

5.

Containment Pressure - High

6.

Steam Generator Pressure - Low

< 0.90 seconds

7.

Steam Generator Water Level - Low

< 0.90 seconds

8.

Axial Flux Offset

9 .a.
(D)

b.
10.

< 0.40 seconds*# and < 8.0 seconds##

< 0.90 seconds

Thermal riargin/Low Pressure
Steam Generator Pressure Difference

-

High

11.

0.40 seconds*# and < 8.0 seconds##

<

0.90 seconds*# and < 8.0 seconds ##

< 0.90 seconds

Loss of Turbine--Hydraulic
Fluid Pressure - Low

0

<

Wide Range Logarithmic Neutron Flux Monitor

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

4-

*Neutron detectors are exempt from response time testing.
of the channel shall be measured from detector output
or

00

Response time of the neutron flux signal portion
input of first electronic component in channel.

#Response time does not include contribution of RTDs.
##RTD response time only. This value is equivalent
to the time interval required for the RTDs output
to achieve 63.2% of its total change when subjected
to a step change in RTD temperature.
I

TABLE 4.3-1
I-•

REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

im

-n

-- I

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
1. Manual Reactor Trip
.- I

Power Level - High
a. Nuclear Power
b. AT Power

2.

(A

3.

Reactor Coolant Flow - Low

4.

Pressurizer Pressure - High

5.

Containment Pressure - High

6.

Steam Generator Pressure - Low

7.

Steam Generator Water
Level - Low

8.

Axial Flux Offset

(A)j

9.a.
CD

b.

M

10.
00

Thermal Margin/Low Pressure
Steam Generator Pressure Difference
High
Loss of Turbine--Hydraulic Fluid
Pressure - Low

CHANNEL
CHECK
N.A.

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION
N.A.

CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL
TEST

MODES
IN WHICH
SURVEILLANCE
REQUIRED

S/U(l)

N.A.

1,2
1

D(2) ,M(3),Q(5)
S
S

D(4),R

M
M

S

R

M

1, 2

S

R

M

1, 2

S

R

M

1, 2

S

R

M

S

R

S

1, 2

M

1, 2

R

M

1

S

R

i.i

1, 2

S

R

N.A.

N.A.

1,2

S/U(l)

N.A.

(

TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)
n

RFACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
REACTOR PROTECTIVE INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

rn
-I
C-)
F-

F-I

FUNCTIONAL UNIT

CHANNEL
CHECK

CHANNEL
CALIBRATION

CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL
TEST

MODES IN WHICH

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIRED

1, 2, 3, 4,

S

R(5)

S/U(l)

Reactor Protection System
Logic Matrices

N.A.

N.A.

M and S/U(1)

1, 2

13.

Reactor Protection System
Logic Matrix Relays

N.A.

N.A.

M and S/U (1)

1, 2

Reactor Trip Breakers

N.A.

N.A.

M

1, 2 and*

14.

11.

Wide Range Logarithmic Neutron
Flux Monitor

12.

5 and *

TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)
TABLE NOTATION
(a)

Trip function may be bypassed in this MODE when pressurizer
pressure is < 1700 psia; bypass shall be automatically removed
when pressurizer pressure is > 1700 psia.

(c)

Trip function may be bypassed in this MODE below 685 psia; bypass
shall be automatically removed at or above 685 psia.

*

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.
ACTION STATEMENTS

ACTION 6

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the
Total Number of Channels, restore the inoperable channel
to OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

ACTION 7

With the number of OPERABLE channels one less than the
Total Number of Channels, operation may proceed provided
the following conditions are satisfied:
a.

The inoperable channel is placed in either the bypassed
or tripped condition within 1 hour. For the purposes
of testing and maintenance, the inoperable channel may
be bypassed for up to 48 hours from time of initial
loss of OPERABILITY; however, the inoperable channel
shall then be either restored to OPERABLE status or
placed in the tripped condition.

b.

Within one hour, all functional units receiving an input
from the inoperable channel are also placed in the same
condition (either bypassed or tripped, as applicable)
as that required by a. above for the inoperable channel.

c.

The Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is met;
however, one additional channel may be bypassed for up
to 48 hours while performing tests and maintenance on
that channel provided the other inoperable channel is
placed in the tripped condition.
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TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)
ACTION 8

With less than the Minimum Channels OPERABLE, operation
may continue provide the containment purge valves are
maintained closed.

ACTION 11 -

With the number of OPERABLE Channels one less than the
Total Number of Channels, operation may proceed provided
the inoperable channel is placed in the bypassed condition
and the Minimum Channels OPERABLE requirement is demonstrated
within 1 hour; one additional channel may be bypassed for
up to 2 hours for surveillance testing per Specification
4.3.2.1.
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TABLE 3.3-4
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP VALUES
C-)
--I
C-)
n
I-"
'-4

TRIP SETPOINT

ALLOWABLE
VALUES

SAFETY INJECTION (SIAS)
a.
Manual (Trip Buttons)

Not Applicable,

Not Applicable

b.

Containment Pressure - High

* 4.75 psig

<

c.

Pressurizer Pressure - Low

* 1578 psia

> 1578 psia

CONTAINMENT SPRAY (CSAS)
a.
Manual (Trip Buttons)

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

b.

< 4.75 psig

< 4.75 psig

CONTAINMENT ISOLATION (CIS)
a.
Manual CIS (Trip Buttons)

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

b.

< 4.75 psig

< 4.75 psig

MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION
a.
Manual (MSIV Hand Switches
and Feed Head Isolation
Hand Switches)

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

b.

> 570 psia

>570 psia

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
1.

-- 4

2.
-I

3.

4.

rt
0

Containment Pressure -- High

Containment Pressure - High

Steam Generator Pressure - Low

(

4.75 psig

(

I

C-)

TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)

f-

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP VALUES

C-)
i-I

"T11

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
5.

TRIP VALUE

ALLOWABLE
VALUES

CONTAINMENT SUMP RECIRCULATION (RAS)
a.

Manual RAS (Trip Buttons)

Not Applicable

[lot Applicable

b.

Refueling Water Tank - Low

> 24 inches above
tank bottom

> 24 inches above
tank bottom

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

< 220 mr/hr

< 220 mr/hr

-4ý

6.

CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVES ISOLATION

(_o

a.

Manual (Purge Valve Control Switches)

(A)

b.

Containment Radiation - High
Area Monitor

7.

(D

I)

0

C)

LOSS OF POWER
a.

4.16 kv Emergency Bus Under
voltage (Loss of Voltage)

2450+105
2T0.2

volts with a
second time delay

2450+105
2+0.2

volts with a
second time delay

b.

4.16 kv Emergency Bus Under
voltage (Degraded Voltage)

3628+25
8+0.4

volts with a
second time delay

3628+25
8T0.4

volts with a
second time delay

TABLE 3.3-4 (Continued)
C)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP VALUES

rr
I-.

-n
(A

ALLOWABLE

FUNCTIONAL UNIT
8.

--4

VALUES

< 0.5 psig

< 0.5 psig

CVCS ISOLATION
West Penetration Room/
Letdown Heat Exchanger
Room Pressure - High

kD

TRIP VALUE

(

TABLE 3;3-5
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIMES
INITIATING SIGNAL AND FUNCTION
1.

RESPONSE TIME IN SECONDS

Manual
a.

b.

SIAS
Safety Injection (ECCS)

Not Applicable

CSAS
Containment Spray

c.

Not Applicable

CIS
Containment Isolation

d.

Not Applicable

RAS
Containment Sump Recirculation

2.

Pressurizer Pressure-Low
a.

3.

4.

Safety Injection (ECCS)

<

30"/30"*

30"/30"*

Containment Pressure-High
a.

Safety Injection (ECCS)

<

b.

Containment Isolation

< 30

c.

Containment Fan Coolers

<

35*/10**

Containment Pressure--Hich
a.

5.

Not Applicable

Containment Spray

< 60*/60**

Containment Radiation-Hiah
a.

Containment Purge Valves Isolation
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4

REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.4.1 Both reactor coolant loops and both reactor coolant pumps in each
loop shall be in operation.
APPLICABILITY:

As noted below, but excluding MODE 6*.

ACTION:
MODES 1 and 2:
a.

b.

c.

With one reactor coolant pump not in operation, STARTUP and/oris
continued POWER OPERATION may proceed provided THERMAL POWER
restricted to < 80% of RATED THERMAL POWER and the setpoints
for the following trips have been reduced to the values specified
in Specification 2.2.1 for operation with three reactor coolant
pumps operating:
1. Power Level-High
Reactor Coolant Flow-Low
2.
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure
3.
Axial Flux Offset
4.
With two reactor coolant pumps in opposite loops not in opera
pro
tion, STARTUP and/or continued POWER OPERATION may proceed
THERMAL
RATED
of
51.1%
<
to
vided THERMAL POWER is restricted
POWER and the setpoints for the following trips have been
reduced to the values specified in Specification 2.2.1 for
operation with two reactor coolant pumps operating in opposite
loops:
1. Power Level-High
Reactor Coolant Flow-Low
2.
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure
3.
Axial Flux Offset
4.
opera
With two reactor coolant pumps in the same loop not in
proceed
may
OPERATION
POWER
tion, STARTUP and/or continued
provided the water level in both steam generators is maintained
above the Steam Generator Water Level-Low trip setpoint, the
THERMAL POWER is restricted to < 46.8% of RATED THERMAL POWER,

See Special Test Exception 3.10.3.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)
and the setpoints for the following trips have been reduced to
the values specified in Specification 2.2.1 for operation with
two reactor coolant pumps operating in the same loop:
1.
2.
3.
4.
MODE 3:

Power Level-High
Reactor Coolant Flow-Low
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure
Axial Flux Offset

Operation may proceed provided at least one reactor coolant pump
is in operation in each reactor coolant loop.

MODES 4#** and 5#**: Operation may proceed provided at least one reactor
coolant loop is in operation with an associated reactor coolant
pump or shutdown cooling pump.*
The provisions of Specifications
3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are not applicable.

*

All reactor coolant pumps and shutdown cooling pumps may be de-energized
for up to 1 hour to accommodate transition between shutdown cooling pump
and reactor coolant pump operation, provided no operations are permitted
which could cause dilution of the reactor coolant system boron
concentration.

**

A reactor coolant pump shall not be started with one or more of the RCS
cold leg temperatures < 2750F unless 1) the pressurizer water volume is
less than 600 cubic feet or 2) 6he sesondary water temperature of each
steam generator is less than 46 F (34 F when measured by a surface
contact instrument) above the coolant temperature in the reactor vessel.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.4.1 The Reactor Protective Instrumentation channels specified in the
applicable ACTION statement above shall be verified to have had their
trip setpoints changed to the values specified in Specification 2.2.1 for
the applicable number of reactor coolant pumps operating either:
a.

Within 4 hours after switching to a different pump combination
if switch is made while operating, or

b.

Prior to reactor criticality if

switch is made while shutdown.

# See Special Test Exception 3.10.5.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3/4.5

SAFETY INJECTION TANKS
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.5.1 Each reactor coolant system safety injection tank shall be
OPERABLE with:
a.

The isolation valve open,

b.

A contained borated water volume of between 1113 and 1179
cubic feet of borated water (equivalent to tank levels of
between 187 and 199 inches, respectively),

c.

A boron concentration of between 2300 and 2800 ppm, and

d.

A nitrogen cover-pressure of between 200 and 250 psig.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2 and 3.*

ACTION:
a.

With one safety injection tank inoperable, except as a result
of a closed isolation valve, restore the inoperable tank to
OPERABLE status within one hour or be in HOT SHUTDOWN within
the next 12 hours.

b.

With one safety injection tank inoperable due to the isolation
valve being closed, either immediately open the isolation
valve or be in HOT STANDBY within one hour and be in HOT
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
Each safety injection tank shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

4.5.1
a.

At least once per 12 hours by:
1.

Verifying the contained borated water volume and nitrogen
cover-pressure in the tanks, and

2.

Verifying that each safety injection tank isolation valve
is open.

*With pressurizer pressure > 1750 psia.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

At least once per 31 days by verifying the boron concentration
b.of the sa~fietyinjection tank solution.
At least once per 31 days when the RCS pressure is above
c.
2000 psig, by verifying that power to the isolation valve
operator is removed by maintaining the feeder breaker open
under administrative control.

b.

d.

e.

f.

Within 4 hours prior to increasing the RCS pressure above
1750 psia by verifying, via local indication at the valve,
that the tank isolation valve is open.
At least once per 18 months by verifying that each safety
injection tank isolation valve opens automatically under each
of the following conditions:
1.

When the RCS pressure exceeds 300 psia, and

2.

Upon receipt of a safety injection test signal.

Within one hour prior to each increase in solution volume
of > 1% of normal tank volume by verifying the boron concent
rati-on at the operating high pressure safety injection pump
discharge is between 1720 and 2200 ppm.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

e.

f.

g.

At least once per 18 months by:
1.

Verifying automatic isolation and interlock action of the
shutdown cooling system from the Reactor Coolant System
when the Reactor Coolant System pressure is above 300
psia.

2.

A visual inspection of the containment sump and verifying
that the subsystem suction inlets are not restricted by
debris and that the sump components (trash racks, screens,
etc.) show no evidence of structural distress or corrosion.

3.

Verifying that a minimum total of 100 cubic feet of
solid granular trisodium phosphate dodecahydrate (TSP)
is contained within the TSP storage baskets.

4.

Verifying that when a representative sample of 4.0 + 0.1
grams of TSP from a TSP storage basket is submerged7.without
agitation, in.3.5 ± '.1 litersof 77*± iOF borated.water
from the RWT, the pH of the mixed solution is raised to
> 6 within 4 hours.

At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by:
1.

Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path
actuates to its correct position on a Safety Injection
Actuation test signal.

2.

Verifying that each of the following pumps start auto
matically upon receipt of a Safety Injection Actuation
Test Signal:
a.

High-Pressure Safety Injection pump.

b.

Low-Pressure Safety Injection pump.

By verifying the correct position of each electrical position
stop for the following Emergency Core Cooling System throttle
valves:
1.

During each performance of valve cycling required by
Specification 4.0.5 by observation of valve position
on the control boards.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

2.

Within 4 hours following completion of maintenance on the
valve or its operator by measurement of stem travel when
the ECCS subsystems are required to be OPERABLE.
HPSI SYSTEM
Valve Number

Valve Number

MOV-616

MOV-61 7
MOV-627
MOV-637
MOV-646

MOV-626
MOV-636
MOV-646
h.

By performing a flow balance test during shutdown following
completion of HPSI system modifications that alter system
flow characteristics and verifying the following flow rates:
HPSI System
Single Pump
170 + 5 gpm to each injection leg.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - Tavg < 300°F
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.5.3 As a minimum, one ECCS subsystem comprised of the following shall
be OPERABLE:
a.

One# OPERABLE high-pressure safety injection pump, and

b.

An OPERABLE flow path capable of taking suction from the
refueling water tank on a Safety Injection Actuation
Signal and automatically transferring suction to the contain
ment sump on a Recirculation Actuation Signal.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 3* and 4.

ACTION:
a.

With no ECCS subsystem OPERABLE, restore at least one ECCS
subsystem to OPERABLE status within 1 hour or be in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the next 20 hours.

b.

In the event the ECCS is actuated and injects water into the
Reactor Coolant System, a Special Report shall be prepared and
submitted to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2
within 90 days describing the circumstances of the actuation
and the total accumulated actuation cycles to date.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.5.3.1 The ECCS subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE per the applicable
Surveillance Requirements of 4.5.2.
4.5.3.2 All high-pressure safety injection pumps, except the above
required OPERABLE pump, shall be demonstrated inoperable at least once
per 12 hours whenever the temperature of one or more of the RCS cold
legs is < 275'F by verifying that the motor circuit breakers have been
removed from their electrical power supply circuits.
*With pressurizer pressure < 1750 psia.
A maximum of one high-pressure safety injection pump shall be OPERABLE
0 F.
is < 275
more
one or
of LIFS
whenever the temperature
o.3
Amndmnt
56of the RCS cold legs
NIT1
- 34
CALVRT
Amendment No. 34
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS
REFUELING WATER TANK
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.4

The refueling water tank shall be OPERABLE with:
a.

A minimum contained borated water volume of 400,000 gallons,

b.

A boron concentration of between 2300 and 2800 ppm,

c.

A minimum water temperature of 40 0 F, and

d.

A maximum solution temperature of 100'F in MODE 1.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:
With the refueling water tank inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE
status within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within 6 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.4

The RWT shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
a.

b.

At least once per 7 days by:
1.

Verifying the contained borated water volume in the tank, and

2.

Verifying the boron concentration of the water,

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWT temperature
when the outside air temperature is < 40'F.
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TABLE 3.7-4

I"

SAFETY RELATED HYDRAULIC SNUBBERS*

--4
C-)
I-"
r)
(0

SNUBBER
NO.

SYSTEM SNUBBER INSTALLED
ON, LOCATION AND ELEVATION

1-61-17

CONTAINMENT SPRAY D/STRM
S/D H/X -15'

A

No

No

1-63-9

S.G. #11 BLOWDOWN ORIFICE LINE 70'

I

Yes

No

1-63-10

S.G. #11 BLOWDOWN ORIFICE
BYPASS 78'

I

Yes

No

1-63-11

NITROGEN to S.G. #12 74'

I

Yes

No

1-63-12

NITROGEN to S.G. #12 69'

I

Yes

No

1-63-13

STEAM GENERATORS 75'- ***

I

Yes

No

1-63-14

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-15

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-16

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-17

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

'

ACCESSIBLE OR
INACCESSIBLE
(A or 1)

-4

w
'-4
01

co
4,•

HIGH RADIATION
ZONE**
(Yes or No)

ESPECIALLY DIFFICULT
TO REMOVE
(Yes or No)

(

(

TABLE 3.7-4
C-)
I-"
P1

C-)

-V

SAFETY RELATED HYDRAULIC SNUBBERS*
SNUBBER
NO.

SYSTEM SNUBBER INSTALLED
ON. LOCATION AND ELEVATION

C-,

-4

C.)3

(D~

(D
ct
Z3

ACCESSIBLE OR
INACCESSIBLE
(A or I)

HIGH RADIATION
ZONE**
(Yes or No)

ESPECIALLY DIFFICULT
TO REMOVE
(Yes or No)

1-63-18

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-19

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-20

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-21

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-22

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-23

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-24

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-25

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-26

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-27

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-63-28

STEAM GENERATORS 75'

I

Yes

No

1-64-1

LINE TO PRESS.
MOV-403 81'

Yes

No

RELIEF

0

. I

TABLE 4.7-4

C)>

HYDRAULIC SNUBBER INSPECTION SCHEDULE

rn

NUMBER OF SNUBBERS FOUND INOPERABLE
DURING INSPECTION OR DURING INSPECTION INTERVAL*

(--}
r-"
Cn

NEXT REQUIRED
INTERVAL**
INSPECTION

'-r

0
1

-4

2
3 or 4
5, 6, or 7
>8

18
12
6
124
62
31

months
months
months
days
days
days

+
25%
T 25%
+ 25%
+ 25%
+ 25%

: 25%

(A)

'N)

*

categorization shall
Snubbers may be categorized into two groups, "accessible" and "inaccessible". This These
two groups may be
operation.
reactor
during
inspection
for
accessibility
snubber's
be based upon the
inspected independently according to the above schedule.

C+
Co

The required inspection interval shall not be lengthened more than one step at a time.
serving more
* Snubbers served by a common hydraulic reservoir are indicated by a bracket. All reservoirs
than one snubber shall be inspected to ensure adequate hydraulic level:
any maintenance in the
a. Within 7 days after reactor startup following a major outage or following piping; and
immediate vicinity of these snubbers, reservoirs or associated hydraulic

**

b.

Every 31 days + 25 percent.

V

3/4.9

REFUELING OPERATIONS

BORON CONCENTRATION
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.1 With the reactor vessel head unbolted or removed, the boron
concentration of all filled portions of the Reactor Coolant System and
the refueling pool shall be maintained uniform and sufficient to ensure
that the more restrictive of following reactivity conditions is met:
a.
b.

Either a Kfof
0.95 or less, which includes a 1% Ak/k conser
vative allIwsnce for uncertainties, or
A boron concentration of > 2300 ppm, which includes a 50 ppm
conservative allowance for uncertainties.

APPLICABILITY:

MODE 6*.

ACTION:
With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity
changes and initiate and continue boration at > 40 gpm of 2300 ppm
boric acid solution or its equivalent until Kf is reduced to < 0.95
or the boron concentration is restored to >23Af ppm, whichever-is
the more restrictive. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not
applicable.
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.9.1.1 The more restrictive of the above two reactivity conditions
shall be determined prior to:
a.

Removing or unbolting the reactor vessel head, and

b.

Withdrawal of any full length CEA in excess of 3 feet
from its fully inserted position.

4.9.1.2 The boron concentration of the reactor coolant system and the
refueling pool shall be determined by chemical analysis at least 3
times per 7 days with a maximum time interval between samples of 72
hours.
*The reactor shall be maintained in MODE 6 when the reactor vessel head
is unbolted or removed.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

INSTRUMENTATION
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.2 As a minimum, two source range neutron flux monitors shall be
operating, each with continuous visual indication in the control room
and one with audible indication in the containment and control room.
APPLICABILITY:

MODE 6.

ACTION:
With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied,
immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity changes.
The provisions of Specification
3.0.3 are not applicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.9.2 Each source range neutron flux monitor shall be demonstrated
OPERABLE by performance of:
a.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 7 days.

b.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST within 8 hours prior to the initial
start of CORE ALTERATIONS, and

c.

A CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours during CORE
ALTERATIONS.

I CALVERT

CLIFFS - UNIT 1
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3/4.10

SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS

SHUTDOWN MARGIN
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
3.10.1 The SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement of Specification 3.1.1.1 may
be suspended for measurement of CEA worth and shutdown margin provided
reactivity equivalent to at least the highest estimated CEA worth is
available for trip insertion from OPERABLE CEA(s).
APPLICABILITY:

MODE 2.

ACTION:
a.

With any full length CEA not fully inserted and with less than
the above reactivity equivalent available for trip insertion,
immediately initiate and continue boration at -> 40 gpm of 2300
ppm boric acid solution or its equivalent untiT the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN required by Specification 3.1.1.1 is restored.

b.

With all full length CEAs inserted and the reactor subcritical
by less than the above reactivity equivalent, immediately
initiate and continue boration at > 40 gpm of 2300 ppm boric
acid solution or its equivalent until the SHUTDOWN MARGIN re
quired by Specification 3.1.1.1 is restored.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
4.10.1.1 The position of each full length CEA required either partially
or fully withdrawn shall be determined at least once per 2 hours.
4.10.1.2 Each CEA not fully inserted shall be demonstrated capable of
full insertion when tripped from at least the 50% withdrawn position with
in 24 hours prior to reducing the SHUTDOWN MARGIN to less than the limits
of Specification 3.1.1.1.
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SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS
GROUP HEIGHT,

INSERTION AND POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.10.2 The group height, ins.ertion and power distribution limits of
Specifications 3.1.1.4, 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.2, 3.1.3.5, 3.1.3.6, 3.1.3.7,
3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 may be suspended during the performance of
PHYSICS TESTS provided:
a.
b.

The THERMAL POWER 4s restricted to the test power plateau
which shall not e>x.eed 85% of RATED THERMAL POWER, and
The limits of Specification 3.2.1 are maintained and
determined as specified in Specification 4.10.2.2 below.

APPLICABILITY:

MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:
With any of the limits of Specification 3.2.1 being exceeded while the
requirements of Specifications 3.1.1.4, 3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.2, 3.1.3.5,
3.1.3.6, 3.1.3.7, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 are suspended, either:
a.

Reduce THERMAL POWER sufficiently to satisfy the requirements
of Specification 3.2.1, or

b.

Be in HOT STANDBY wthin 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.10.2.1 The THERMAL POWER shall be determined at least once per hour
during PHYSICS TESTS in which the requirements of Specifications 3.1.1.4,
3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.2, 3.1.3.5, 3.1.3.6, 3.1.3.7, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 or 3.2.4 are
suspended and shall be verified to be within the test power plateau.
4.10.2.2 The linear heat rate shall be determined to be within the
limits of Specification 3.2.1 by monitoring it continuously with the
Incore Detector Monitoring System pursuant to the requirements of
Specifications 4.2.1.3 and 3.3.3.2 during PHYSICS TESTS above 5% of
RATED THERMAL POWER in which the requirements of Specifications 3.1.1.4,
3.1.3.1, 3.1.3.2, 3.1.3.5, 3.1.3.6, 3.1.3.7, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 or 3.2.4 are
suspended.
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3/4.1

REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES
3/4.1.1

BORATION CONTROL

3/4.1.1.1 and 3/4.1.1.2

SHUTDOWN MARGIN

A sufficient SHUTDOWN MARGIN ensures that 1) the reactor can be made
subcritical from all operating conditions, 2) the reactivity transients
associated with postulated accident conditions are controllable within
acceptable limits, and 3) the reactor will be maintained sufficiently
subcritical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the shutdown condition.
SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements vary throughout core life as a function of
fuel depletion, RCS boron concentration and RCS T
. The minimum available
SHUTDOWN MARGIN for no load operating conditions f 9 beginning of life is 4.1%
Ak/k and at end of life is 4.3% Ak/k.
The SHUTDOWN MARGIN is based on the
safety analyses performed for a steam line rupture event initiated at no load
conditions.
The most restrictive steam line rupture event occurs at EOC
conditions.
For the steam line rupture event at beginning of cycle conditions,
a minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN of less than 4.1% Ak/k is required to control the
reactivity transient, and end of cycle conditions require 4.3% Ak/k. Accordingly,
the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement is based upon this limiting condit on and is
consistent with FSAR safety analysis assumptions.
With T
< 200 F, the
reactivity transients resulting from any postulated accidg• -ireminimal and a
3% Ak/k shutdown margin provides adequate protection. With the pressurizer
level less than 90 inches, the sources of non-borated water are restricted to
increase the time to criticality during a boron dilution event.
3/4.1.1.3

BORON DILUTION.

A minimum flow rate of at least 3000 GPM provides adequate mixing,
prevents stratification and ensures that reactivity changes will be
gradual during boron concentration reductions in the Reactor Coolant
System. A flow rate of at least 3000 GPM will circulate an equivalent
Reactor Coolant System volume of 9,601 cubic feet in approximately
24 minutes.
The reactivity change rate associated with boron concen
tration reductions will therefore be within the capability of operator
recognition and control.
3/4.1.1.4

MODERATOR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT (MTC)

The limitations on MTC are provided to ensure that the assumptions
used in the accident and transient analyses remain valid through each
fuel cycle. The surveillance requirements for measurement of the MTC
during each fuel cydle are adequate to confirm the MTC value since this
jcoefficient changes slowly due principally to the reduction in RCS boron
1concentration associated with fuel burnup. The confirmation that the
;!measured MTC value is within its limit provides assurances that the
coefficient will be maintained within acceptable values throughout each
fuel cycle.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS
BASES

3/4.1.1.5

MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

This specification ensures that the reactor will not be made
critical with the Reactor Coolant System average temperature less than
515°F.
This limitation is required to ensure 1) the moderator temperature
coefficient is within its analyzed temperature range, 2) the protective
instrumentation is within its normal operating range, 3) the pressurizer is
capable of being in an OPERABLE status with a steam bubble, and 4) the
reactor pressure vessel is above its minimum RTNDT temperature.
3/4.1.2

BORATION SYSTEMS

The boron injection system ensures that negative reactivity control
is available during each mode of facility operation.
The components
required to perform this function include I) borated water sources, 2)
charging pumps, 3) separate flow paths, 4) boric acid pumps, 5) associat-d
heat tracing systems, and 6) an emergency power supply from OPERABLE
diesel generators.
With the RCS average temperature above 200°F, a minimum of two
separate and redundant boron injection systems are provided to ensure
single functional capability in the event an assumed failure renders one
of the systems inoperable.
Allowable out-of-service periods ensure that
minor component repair or corrective action may be completed without
undue risk to overall facility safety from injection system failures
during the repair period.
The boration capability of either system is sufficient to provide a
SHUTDOWN MARGIN from all operating conditions of 3.0%
1Ak/k after xenon
The maximum boration capability requirement
decay and cooldown to 200°F.
occurs at EOL from full power equilibrium xenon conditions and requires
6500 gallons of 7.25% boric acid solution from the boric acid tanks
or 55,627 gallons of 2300 ppm borated water from the refueling water
However, to be consistent with the ECCS requirements, the RWT is
tank.
required to have a minimum contained volume of 400,000 gallons during
MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.
With the RCS temperature below 200°F, one injection system is
acceptable without single failure consideration on the basis of the
stable reactivity condition of the reactor and the additional restric
tions prohibiting CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity change in the
event the single injection system becomes inoperable.
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The boron capability required below 200°F is based upon providing a
3% Ak/k SHUTDOWN MARGIN after xenon decay and cooldown from 2006F to
1400F. This condition requires either 737 gallons of 7.25% boric acid
solution from the boric acid tanks or 9,844 gallons of 2300 ppm borated
water from the refueling water tank.
The OPERABILITY of one boron injection system during REFUELING
ensures that this system is available for reactivity control while in-MODE 6.
3/4.1.3

MOVABLE CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

The specifications of this section ensure that (1) acceptable power
distribution limits are maintained, (2) the minimum SHUTDOWN MARGIN is
maintained, and (3) the potential effects of a CEA ejection accident are
limited to acceptable levels.
The ACTION statements which permit limited variations from the basic
requirements are accompanied by additional restrictions which ensure that
the original criteria are met.
The ACTION statements applicable to a stuck or untrippable CEA and
to a large misalignment (> 15 inches) of two or more CEAs, require a
prompt shutdown of the reactor since either of these conditions may be
indicative of a possible loss of mechanical functional capability of the
CEAs and in the event of a stuck or untrippable CEA, the loss of SHUT
DOWN MARGIN.
For small misalignments (< 15 inches) of the CEAs, there is 1) a
small degradation in the peaking factors relative to those assumed in
generating LCOs and LSSS setpoints for DNBR and linear heat rate, 2) a
small effect on the time dependent long term power distributions rela
tive to those used in generating LCOs and LSSS setpoints for DNBR and
linear heat rate, 3) a small effect on the available SHUTDOWN MARGIN,
and 4) a small effect on the ejected CEA worth used in the safety
analysis. Therefore, the ACTION statement associated with the small
misalignment of a CEA permits a one hour time interval during which
attempts may be made to restore the CEA to within its alignment require
ments prior to initiating a reduction in THERMAL POWER. The one hour
time limit is sxfficient to (1) identify causes of a misaligned CEA, (2)
take appropriate corrective action to realign the CEAs and (3) minimize
the effects of xenon redistribution.
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Overpower margin is provided to protect the core in the event of a
large misalignment (> 15 inches) of a CEA.
However, this misalignment
would cause distortion of the core power distribution. The reactor
protective system would not detect the degradation in radial peaking
factors and since variations in other system parameters (e.g., pressure
and coolant temperature) may not be sufficient to cause trips, it is
probable that the reactor could be operating with process variables less
conservative than those assumed in generating LCO and LSSS setpoints.
Therefore, the ACTION statement associated with the large misalignment of
a CEA requires a prompt and significant reduction in THERMAL POWER prior
to attempting realignment of the misaligned CEA.
The ACTION statements applicable to misaligned or inoperable CEAs
include requirements to align the OPERABLE CEAs in a given group with the
inoperable CEA.
Conformance with these alignment requirements bring the
core, within a short period of time, to a configuration consistent with
that assumed in generating LCO and LSSS setpoints.
However, extended
operation with CEAs significantly inserted in the core may lead to
perturbations in 1) local burnup, 2) peaking factors and 3) available
shutdown margin which are more adverse than the conditions assumed to
exist in the safety analyses and LCO and LSSS setpoints determination.
Therefore, time limits have been imposed on operation with inoperable
CEAs to preclude such adverse conditions from developing.
Operability of the CEA position indicators is required to determine
CEA positions and thereby ensure compliance with the CEA alignment and
insertion limits and ensures proper operation of the rod block circuit.
The CEA "Full In" and "Full Out" limits provide an additional independent
means for determining the CEA positions when the CEAs are at either
their fully inserted or fully withdrawn positions.
Therefore, the
ACTION statements applicable to inoperable CEA position indicators
permit continued operations when the positions of CEAs with inoperable
position indicators can be verified by the "Full In" or "Full Out"
limits.
CEA positions and OPERABILITY of the CEA position indicators are
required to be verified on a nominal basis of once per 12 hours with more
frequent verifications required if an automatic monitoring channel is
inoperable.
These verification frequencies are adequate for assuring
that the applicable LCO's are satisfied.
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS
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3/4.2.1

LINEAR HEAT RATE

The limitation on linear heat rate ensures that in the event of a
LOCA, the peak temperature of the fuel cladding will not exceed 2200°F.
Either of the two core power distribution monitoring systems, the
Excore Detector Monitoring System and the Incore Detector Monitoring _
System, provide adequate monitoring of the core power distribution and are
tapable of verifying that the linear heat rate does not exceed its limits.
The Excore Detector Monitoring System performs this function by continu
ously monitoring the AXIAL SHAPE INDEX with the OPERABLE quadrant symmetric
excore neutron flux detectors and verifying that the AXIAL SHAPE INDEX is
,maintained within the allowable limits of Figure 3.2-2. In conjunction
with the use of the excore monitoring system and in establishing the AXIAL
SHAPE INDEX limits, the following assumptions are made: 11 the CEA
insertion limits of Specifications 3.1.3.5 and 3.1.3.6 are satisfied, 2)
the flux peaking augmentation factors are as shown in Figure 4.2-1, 3l the
AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT restrictions of Specification 3.2.4 are satisfied, and
4) the TOTAL PLANAR RADIAL PEAKING FACTOR does not exceed the limits of
Specification 3.2.2.
The Incore Detector Monitoring System continuously provides a direct
measure of the peaking factors and the alarms which have been established
for the individual incore detector segments ensure that the peak linear
heat rates will be maintained within the allowable limits of Figure 3.2-1.
The setpoints for these alarms include allowances, set in the conservative
directions, for 1) flux peaking augmentation factors as shown in Figure
4.2-1, 21 a measurement-calculational uncertainty factor of 1.070, 3) an
engineering uncertainty factor of 1.03, 4) an allowance of 1.01 for axial
fuel densification and thermal expansion, and 5) a THERMAL POWER measurement
uncertainty factor of 1.02.
3/4.2.2, 3/4.2.3 and 3/4.2.4 TOTAL PLANAR AND INTEGRATED RADIAL PEAKING
FACTORS - FT AND FT AND AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT - Tg
The limitations on FT and T are provided to ensure that the assump
tions used in the analysis for establishing the Linear Heat Rate and Local
Dower Density - High LCOs and LSSS setpoints remain valid during operation
a the various allowable CEA group insertion limits. The limitations on
"r and Tq are provided to ensure that the assumptions used in
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the analysis establishing the DNB Margin LCO, and Thermal Margin/Low
Pressure LSSS setpoints remain valid duringToper~ttion at the various
allowable CEA group insertion limits.
If F , F or T exceed their
basic limitations, operation may continue uAer Ehe additional restric
tions imposed by the ACTION statements since these additional restric
tions provide adequate provisions to assure that the assumptions used
in establishing the Linear Heat Rate, Thermal Margin/Low Pressure and
Local Power Density - High LCOs and LSSS setpoints remain valid. An
AZIMUTHAL POWER TILT > 0.10 is not expected and if it should occur, sub
sequent operation would be restricted to only those operations required
to identify the cause of this unexpected tilt.
The value of T that must be used in the equation FT = F
(I + Tq)
q
xy
xy
and F = F (l+T q) 7s the measured tilt.
The surveillance requirements for verifying that FT , FT andTT ae
within their limits provide assurance that the actual vYuesr~f F , F'
r
and T do not exceed the assumed values. Verifying FT and F affer
each ýuel loading prior to exceeding 75% of RATED THEOAL POWER provides
additional assurance that the core was properly loaded.
3/4.2.4

FUEL RESIDENCE TIME

This specification deleted.
3/4.2.5

DNB PARAMETERS

The limits on the DNB related parameters assure that each of the
parameters are maintained within the normal steady state envelope of
The limits are
operation assumed in the transient and accident analyses.
analytically
been
and
have
assumptions
consistent with the safety analyses
demonstrated adequate to maintain a minimum DNBR of 1.195 throughout each
analyzed transient.
The 12 hour periodic surveillance of these parameters through instru
ment readout is sufficient to ensure that the parameters are restored
within their limits following load changes and other expected transient
The 18 month periodic measurement of the RCS total flow rate
operation.
is adequate to detect flow degradation and ensure correlation of the
flow indication channels with measured flow such that the indicated
percent flow will provide sufficient verification of flow rate on a
12 hour basis.
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3/4.9

REFUELING OPERATIONS

BASES

3/4.9.1

BORON CONCENTRATION

The limitations on minimum boron concentration (2300 ppm) ensure that:
2) a
1) the reactor will remain subcritical during CORE ALTERATIONS, and
the
in
uniform boron concentration is maintained for reactivity control
on
limitation
The
water volumes having direct access to the reactor vessel.
for
allowance
of no greater than 0.95 which includes a conservative
K
during
u~lrtainties, is sufficient to prevent reactor criticality
refueling operations.
3/4.9.2

INSTRUMENTATION

ensures
The OPERABILITY of the'source range neutron flux monitors
in
changes
detect
that redundant monitoring capability is available to
the reactivity condition of the core.
3/4.9.3

DECAY TIME

to movement
The minimum requirement for reactor subcriticality prior ensures that
vessel
pressure
of irradiated fuel assemblies in the reactor
of the short
sufficient time has elapsed to allow the radioactive decay
the assumptions
with
consistent
lived fission products. This decay time is
used in the accident analyses.
3/4.9.4

CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

OPERABILITY
The requirements on containment penetration closure and
will be
containment
within
material
ensure that a release of radioactive
and closure
restricted from leakage to the environment. The OPERABILITY release
material
radioactive
restrict
to
restrictions are sufficient
pressur
from a fuel element rupture based upon the lack of containment
ization potential while in the REFUELING MODE.
3/4.9.5

COMMUNICATIONS

The requirement for communications capability ensures that refueling
in the
station personnel can be promptly informed of significant changes
facility status or core reactivity condition during CORE ALTERATIONS.
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3/4.9.6

REFUELING MACHINE OPERABILITY

The OPERABILITY requirements for the refueling machine ensure that:
1) the refueling machine will be used for movement of CEAs and fuel
assemblies, 2) the refueling machine has sufficient load capacity to
lift
a CEA or fuel assembly, and 3) the core internals and pressure
vessel are protected from excessive lifting force in the event they are
inadvertently engaged during lifting operations.
3/4.9.7

CRANE TRAVEL - SPENT FUEL STORAGE BUILDING

The restriction on movement of loads in excess of the nominal weight
of a fuel assembly and CEA over other fuel assemblies in the storage
pool ensures that in the event this load is dropped (1) the activity
release will be limited to that contained in a single fuel assembly, and
(2) any possible distortion of fuel in the storage racks will not result
in a critical array. This assumption is consistent with the activity
release assumed in the accident analyses.
3/4.9.8

COOLANT CIRCULATION

The requirement that at least one shutdown cooling loop be in
operation ensures that (1) sufficient cooling capacity is available to
remove decay heat and maintain the water in the reactor pressure vessel
below 140'F as required during the REFUELING MODE, and (2) sufficient
coolant circulation is maintained through the reactor core to minimize
the effects of a boron dilution incident and prevent boron stratification.
3/4.9.9

CONTAINMENT PURGE VALVE ISOLATION SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of this system ensures that the containment purge
valves will be automatically isolated upon detection of high radiation
levels within the containment.
The OPERABILITY of this system is required
to restrict the release of radioactive material from the containment
atmosphere to the environment.
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1.0

Introduction

By application dated September 22 and December 12, 1980 (1 and 67) and
supplemental information as listed in the reference section (43), Baltimore
Gas and Electric Company (BG&E or the licensee) requested an amendment
to Facility Operating License No. DPR-53 for the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear
Power Plant, Unit No. 1 (CCNPP-l or the facility). The amendment request
consists of:
* Apendix A (Safety) Technical Specifications (TS) changes
resulting from the analyses of the Cycle 5 reload fuel;
°Continued approval to operate with modified (sleeved and reduced
flow) control element assembly (CEA) guide tubes; and
° Approval of new reactor protection system (RPS) asymmetric steam
generator transient protection trip function (ASGTPTF).
"The associated specific TS changes are described in Section 3.0 of the
Safety Evaluation (SE).
""oowing
1!i addition, this SE addresses our evaluation of:
"oReactor coolant system (RCS) vent installation;
"oReactor coolant pump (RCP)

stud corrosion;

" Hydraulic snubber common reservoirs; and
" RCP lube oil collection system.
These evaluations are presented in Sections 2.8 through 2.11, respectively,
o tIis SE.
By letter dated June 26, 1980 (59), BG&E submitted six volumes of new
methodology prepared by Combustion Engineering Company (CE) for use in
,jture reloads of the CCNPP units. In the Reference 1 application, four
of these CE reports were used to generate the Cycle 5 limiting conditions
for operations (LCOs) and limiting safety system settings (LSSSs). The
reports used were Statistical Combinations of Uncertainties (SCU), Parts
1, 2 and 3 and FIESTA (a one dimensional, two group space-time kinetics
:zde for calculating PWR scram reactivities).
The staff determined that insufficient time was available to review the
four CE reports prior to the scheduled CCNPP-l startup for Cycle 5 operation.
BG&E was requested to perform a reanalysis, using only staff approved methods,
to generate new LCOs and LSSSs. Such a reanalysis was submitted on November 4,
0980 (43). We have committed to complete our review of SCU Parts 1, 2
At that time another SE will be
and 3 and FIESTA by early April 1981.
`isued.

-2Other information provided to support this reload and related evaluations
is as listed in the references (Section 7.0 of this SE).
2.0

Discussion and Evaluation

In this evaluation of the Cycle 5 reload with increased fuel assembly
enrichment for longer cycle operation, use is made of our generic review
of various topical reports. Some of the topical reports have received
In all cases where a topical report has not received
formal NRC approval.
report has been examined, its methods judged to
the
such an approval,
appraisal has been made that a complete review
an
and
be reasonable,
to be significantly in error. On this
methodology
will not reveal the
judged to be acceptable for this reload
are
references
basis, all topical
of CCNPP-l and for operation at the licensed power level of 2700 MWt.
2.1

Cycle 5 Fuel Design

The objectives of the fuel system safety review are to provide assurance
that (a) the fuel system is not damaged as a result of normal operation
and anticipated operational occurrences, (b) fuel system damage is never
so severe as to prevent control rod insertion when it is required, (c)
the number of fuel rod failures is not underestimated for postulated
accidents, and (d) coolability is always maintained. We have reviewed
the information provided in support of Cycle 5 operation of CCNPP-l
to determine if these objectives have been met. Our evaluation is des
cribed below.
The CCNPP-l original fuel management pattern was developed to accommodate
a Cycle 4 endpoint exposure range of 10,600 to 11,800 MWD/MTU (1, 43).
The actual core exposure achieved during Cycle 4 was 11,754 MWD/MTU bringing
the core-average end of cycle (EOC) 4 exposure to 21,275 MWD/MTU.
The Cycle 5 core will be comprised of 217 fuel assemblies that were manufac
tured by CE, the original NSSS vendor. After the reload, the core-average
Beginning of Cycle (BOC) 5 exposure will be about 9170 MWD/MTU, and
the predicted EOC 5 core-average exposure about 21,910 MWD/MTU. The Cycle
5 core loading inventory is given in Table 1 (2).
The major changes to the core in Cycle 5 are the removal of 1 Batch B
assembly, 71 Batch D assemblies, and 20 Batch E assemblies. These assemblies
will be replaced with 40 Batch G (3.65 w/o enrichment) and 52 Batch G/
(3.03 w/o enrichment) assemblies.
The remaining 1 Batch D assembly (D047) will be retained for a fourth cycle
of irradiation. This assembly will contain standard Batch D fuel rods
and will also serve as a carrier for 15 CE/EPRI test rods, which were pre
viously irradiated in the outgoing Batch B assembly. Among the 15 test
rods are 8 fuel rods having 4 cycles of irradiation, 5 fuel rods having
3 cycles of irradiation, and 2 non-fueled rods, which are internally
pressurized.

"IF

-3
The Cycle 5 core will also contain 3 empty CEA tubes, which will reside
in center guide tubes of high flux regions. The intent of this experimental
program is to provide irradiated Inconel-625 for material property testing.
The SCOUT demonstration assembly, a Batch F test assembly, will also remain
in the core for a second cycle of irradiation.
Of the Batch G assemblies, 4 are designated as PROTOTYPE demonstration
assemblies. The PROTOTYPE program is an extension of the SCOUT program
and includes unique fuel designs. The intent of the PROTOTYPE program
is to provide a statistical basis for interpreting fuel design performance.
To accommodate extended burnup cycles, each of the Batch G/ fuel assemblies
will employ 8 burnable poison pins.
TABLE 1
Calvert Cliffs, Unit 1, Cycle 5 Core Loading Inventory

Assembly
Designation

E

E/
F**

F/

EOC
Burnup Average
(MWD/MTU)

Number of
Assemblies

Initial
Enrichment
w/o U235

BOC
Burnup Average
(MWD/MTU)

1

3.03

30,400

41,800

48
4

3.03
2.73

21,900

33,200

48
24

3.03
2.73

11,400

24,600

40
52

3.65
3.03

0

13,200

Includes 15 CE/EPRI test rods.
** Includes one SCOUT demonstration assembly.
Includes four PROTOTYPE assemblies.
*
*

Evaluation of the CE 14 x 14 fuel mechanical design is based upon engineering
analyses, tests, and a substantial amount of in-reactor operating experience.
In addition, the performance of the design is subject to continuing surveillance
of operating reactors by CE and licensees having NSSS plants designed by
These programs continually provide confirmatory and current design
CE.
performance information.

-42.1.1

Thermal Performance Analytical Methods

The CE densification kinetics expression, along with data on fuel swelling,
thermal expansion, fission gas release, fuel relocation, thermal conductiv
ities, cladding creep, and other properties, have been combined in a detailed
fuel performance evaluation model called FATES, which is presented in the
CE topical report CENPD-139, "Fuel Evaluation Model" (3). This model was
used to calculate fuel temperature and stored energy, linear thermal output,
and augmentation (power spikes) factors.
In 1976, after the approval of CENPD-139 (4), information was made available
to the NRC that lead us to question the validity of fission gas release
calculations in the CE model for burnups greater than 20,000 MWD/MTU.
CE and BG&E were informed of this concern and provided with a method of
correcting fission gas release calculations for burnups greater than 20,000
MWD/MTU (5, 6). Since there was no question of the adequacy of the CE
fission gas release model for burnups below 20,000 MWD/MTU, previous calcu
lations remained acceptable for burnups below this value. In the case
of CCNPP-l, this burnup limit was exceeded during the month of August 1976
and operation continued at burnups where the fission gas release calculations
were questioned.
In response to our concern, BG&E provided References 7 and 8 showing the
addition of the NRC correction method would not adversely affect CCNPP-l
safety analyses for LOCA or other postulated events. It was also shown
that rod internal gas pressure would remain below nominal coolant pressure
during the current cycle of operation. The rod pressure analysis was based
on a bounding calculation for Ft. Calhoun, Unit No. 1 at a 14.7 kW/ft LOCA
limit and 34,000 MWD/MTU maximum rod-average discharge burnup. The LOCA
analysis was based specifically on CCNPP-l, at a 14.2 kW/ft LOCA limit
and 32,848 MWD/MTU maximum rod average burnup. We accepted this information
as a basis for continued acceptance of the as-submitted safety analysis
provided there was "no extension of these burnups or other factors which
significantly affect fission gas release, LOCA PCT or fuel rod internal
pressure"(9).
Our review of CCNPP-l reload submittal, Reference 1, shows an increase
in the allowable peak linear heat generation rate from 14.2 kW/ft for Cycle
4 to 15.5 kW/ft for Cycle 5. In addition, the batch average exposures
for the Batch D assembly and the Batch E assemblies are projected to be
41,800 and 33,200 MWD/MTU respectively for the end of the proposed cycle
of operation (2). These factors clearly exceed those values used in the
previous analysis (7, 8).

-5In response to our questions in this area (2), BG&E cites experimental values
of fission gas release from Calvert Cliffs, Unit 1, reactor (10). These
values were compared to those predicted by the NRC-supplied method of
correction, and they show no evidence of enhancement with burnup. Because
of the very strong temperature dependence of the gas release process, we
do not believe this result is significant. Had the linear power ratings
for these experiments been at or near the LOCA kW/ft limit proposed for
Cycle 5 operation, we would have considered them relevant to the submittal.
Reference 10 also provides results of rod internal pressure analyses using
the present CE fuel performance model with the NRC correction for enhanced
fission gas release. The-results show that the fuel rod internal pressure
is not expected to exceed nominal system pressure for the maximum burnup
projected at EOC 5. We, therefore, conclude that the end-of-life rod
pressure criteria has been appropriately considered for this proposed cycle
of operation.
With respect to the impact of enhanced fission gas release on LOCA and
other transients and accidents, BG&E has not responded to our questionsgas
in this area. In order to assure that the impact of enhanced fission
release on LOCA and other safety analyses be considered in the future,
we have reached an agreement with BG&E and CE to provide this new analysis
for CCNPP-l Cycle 6 and all subsequent reload analyses for the Calvert
Cliffs units. We find, on this basis, that the Cycle 5 analysis can
be accepted.
2.1.2

Burnable Poison Rods

In the past, some CE burnable poison rods have experienced failures due
Subsequently, CE proposed changes to the poison
to primary hydriding (11).
rod design and manufacturing processes. The revisions included reduced
pellet moisture limit and revised manufacturing processes aimed at reducing
moisture ingress to the poison rods. Other failures due to pellet/cladding
interaction have predominately resulted in excessive axial growth of the
rod and perforation of the cladding wall. To reduce the potential for
and
poison rod growth, CE has made several pertinent design modifications
increased
(a)
manufacturing process changes. These revisions consisted of:
pellet-to-cladding gap; (b) chambered pellets; (c) increased rod pressuriza
tion; and (d) reduced plenum spring preload.
We have reviewed these and other proprietary design and manufacturing process
they
revisions, which are applicable to the Batch G/ fuel, and agree that pellet/
and
hydriding
should significantly reduce the potential for primary
cladding interaction failures in poison rods.

-62.1.3

Cla-ing Creep Collapse

time
Combustion Engineering has written a computer code that calculates
environ
reactor
water
to-collapse of Zircaloy cladding in a pressurized
ment. This code is described in CENPD-187, "CEPAN Method of Analyzing
We have reviewed this code and
Creep Collapse of Oval Cladding" (13).
is bound
found it acceptable as described in our safety evaluation, which
into Reference 13.
calcu
For Cycle 5 operation, CE has performed time-to-cladding-collapse
pressure,
rod
internal
of
values
lations using CEPAN conservative input
The
(1).
cladding dimensions, cladding temperature, and neutron flux
is in
time-to-collapse
minimum
results of this analysis showed that the
which
fuel,
the
of
lifetime
excess of the design batch-average discharge
will not be exceeded during Cycle 5 operation.
rods was not
The cladding collapse analysis for the CE/EPRI fuel test of the test rods
one
Instead,
above.
included in the analysis discussed
values of internal
was analyzed for collapse using CEPAN and best-estimate and neutron flux.
temperature,
cladding
rod pressure, cladding dimensions,
exceed
The results of this analysis showed that the collapse time will
5.
Cycle
through
time
the test rod's cumulative operating
was
For the remaining CE/EPRI fueled test rods, the collapse analysis
not reveal
did
that
outage
3
Cycle
the
based on inspections performed during
large cladding ovalities (1, 10).
the Calvert Cliffs,
We, therefore, conclude that the fuel rod cladding in
in this
Unit No. 1, Cycle 5 core will not collapse and is acceptable
regard.
2.1.4

Swelling and Rupture During LOCA

models that
The NRC staff has been generically evaluating three materials
rupture
cladding
are used in ECCS evaluation models. These models are
We
blockage.
flow
temperature, cladding burst strain, and fuel assembly
repre
industry
have: (a) met and discussed our review with CE and other
and Rupture
sentatives (14); (b) published NUREG-0630, "Cladding Swelling
and LWR
vendors
fuel
Models for LOCA Analysis" (15); and (c) required
would con
plants
their
licensees using Zircaloy cladding to confirm that
if the
50.46
CFR
10
of
tinue to be in conformance with the ECCS criteria
their
of
models
those
for
materials models of NUREG-0630 were substituted
ECCS evaluation models (16, 17).

-7BG&E has responded to our request for information concerning the new fuel
cladding materials models described in NUREG-0630 (2, 18). Specifically,
BG&E has reviewed all of the subject information supplied by CE and is
in agreement with the results. Those results are that the calculated peak
fuel cladding temperature will be lowered with the use of the NUREG-0630
ramp-rate-dependent strain and flow blockage models, provided that offsetting
margins are allowed for the use of the new CE revised thermal-hydraulic
analyses, which have been previously submitted to NRC for review (19).
However, the information provided did not address what impact the use of
the NUREG-0630 rupture temperature model would have on the LOCA analysis
In the stress region of application to the analysis, the
for CCNPP-l.
NUREG-0630 rupture temperature model underpredicts (i.e., is more con
However, we believe
servative) than the CE rupture temperature model.
by CE's conservative
bounded
that the impact of this omission is adequately
given in NUREG
are
that
values
use of only peak strain and flow blockage
stress and
failure
0630, irrespective of the specific CCNPP-l cladding
provided
has
BG&E
that
conclude
temperature conditions. We, therefore,
in
remain
will
CCNPP-l
in
fuel
an acceptable justification that the CE
involves
(which
5
Cycle
compliance with 10 CFR 50.46 criteria during
operation at a new peak linear heat generation rate of 15.5 kW/ft) and
that the concerns related to LOCA-induced cladding swelling and rupture
are satisfied for Cycle 5 operation.
2.1.5

Fuel Rod Bowing

Because fuel rod bowing in pressurized water reactors affects neutronic
and thermal-hydraulic safety margins, BG&E analyzed the anticipated extent
CE
of rod bowing in Cycle 5. In the analysis, BG&E has referenced the
23).
22,
21,
(20,
Bowing"
Rod
Poison
and
"Fuel
topical reports CENPD-225,
interim
The staff has not yet approved the CENPD-225 reports. However, for
staff
the
made,
be
acceptance of methods by which rod bowing analyses can
(a)
have
we
which
has issued three reports, References 24, 25, and 26, in
presented
(b)
bowing,
given approval of the burnup-dependent approach to rod
a formulation to be used in extrapolating bow magnitudes to new designs,
and (c) described the factor that increases the cold rod bow magnitudes
pools)
(which are determined from cold-measured gap closures in spent fuel hot
during
in-reactor
occur
to account for hot rod bow magnitudes that
operating conditions. Because of our inability to review the CENPD-225
been
reports prior to the CCNPP-l restart, these interim methods have also
used for the Cycle 5 analysis (27).

-8Within the predicted EOC 5 bounding exposure of 42,700 MWD/MTU, the corres
ponding DNBR penalty is less than the available DNB margin (determined
by examining the Cycle 5 power distributions of the affected assemblies).
We therefore conclude that there is no need for a Cycle 5 rod bowing penalty.
And furthermore, the previously submitted transient analyses, which accounted
for a 0.46 percent DNBR penalty, remain acceptable.
2.1.6

Fuel Assembly Shoulder Gap

During irradiation, fuel rods and fuel assembly guide tubes undergo axial
growth at different rates. If this differential growth progresses to
the point of consuming all of the available shoulder gap, then mechanical
interference will occur between the fuel rod end caps and the fuel assembly
structure. To ensure that an adequate design shoulder gap exists for the
fuel assemblies that will comprise the Cycle 5 core, BG&E has performed
inspections on the Cycle 5 Batch D fuel assembly and CE has made calculations
on the lead-burnup fuel rod in Batch E fuel assemblies (2).
Shoulder gap measurements on the Batch D fuel assembly were conducted during
Cycle 4 and 5 reload outages. From these inspections, an extrapolation
to EOC 5 will be made early in Cycle 5 to demonstrate the absence of inter
ference at EOC 5. This extrapolation will account for guide tube compression
under holddown force and differential thermal expansion between the guide
tubes and fuel rods.
The CE calculations on the minimum shoulder gap in Batch E fuel assemblies
was performed with the methods described in CENPD-198, "Zircaloy Growth
In-Reactor Dimensional Changes in Zircaloy-4 Fuel Assemblies" (28, 29, 30).
We have reviewed the CE topical reports and approved them for referencing;
however, our approval was limited to an axially averaged fast neutron fluence
of 4 x 1021 n/cm2 , which corresponds to a maximum assembly of 22,500 MWD/MTU
(31). This is an exposure above which CE has not reported data on their
core components.
Assurance of the acceptability of the Calvert Cliffs, Unit 1, Batch E fuel
assemblies at exposures beyond 22,500 MWD/MTU has, therefore, not been
rigorously demonstrated. There are, however, several mitigating factors:
(a) analysis with this unverified model did show sufficient clearance for
the lead-exposure Batch E assembly at a high (95%) confidence level; and
(b) some theories speculate that burnup effects saturate such that the
linear CE model would be conservative.
Therefore, we conclude that the concern of adequate fuel assembly shoulder
gap has been satisfied for Cycle 5 operation.

-9
21.7

CEA and Guide Tube Integrity

A fretting wear has been observed (for example see References 32, 33, 34,
and 35) in irradiated fuel assemblies taken from operating CE reactors.
These observations revealed an unexpected degradation of guide tubes that
are under control element assemblies. It was subsequently concluded that
coolant turbulence was responsible for inducing vibratory motions in the
normally fully withdrawn control rods and, when these vibrating rods were
in contact with the inner surface of the guide tubes, a wearing of the
guide tube wall takes place. Significant wear has been found to be limited
to the relatively soft Zircaloy-4 guide tube because the Inconel-625 cladding
on the control rods provides a relatively hard wear surface. The extent
of the observed wear appears to be plant dependent and has, in some cases,
extended completely through the guide tube wall.
As an interim fix, BG&E has installed stainless steel sleeves in fuel assembly
guide tubes previously damaged or to be used in CEA positions. Other guide
tubes have been modified by reducing the number and/or size of the flow
holes, thus reducing the coolant mass flow which passes through the guide
tubes. Table 2 lists the CCNPP-l Cycle 5 fuel assemblies designated according
to the guide tube designs employed for mitigating guide tube wear.
TABLE 2
Calvert Cliffs, Unit 1, Cycle 5 Fuel and Control Element Assemblies
Guide Tube
Design

Sleeved

Number
Under CEAs

Total
Number

Standard

no

1

57

Standard

yes

44

128

Revised Design No. 1

no

20

20

Revised Design No. 2

no

12

12

77

-2T

TOTALS

Our review of the sleeving programs has been documented in previous SEs (for
example see the Millstone-2 Cycle 3 reload safety evaluation in Reference 36).
Our prior SEs concluded that guide tube sleeves will perform their function

-
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of reducing guide tube stresses to acceptably low values in worn assemblies
and that sleeves are satisfactory for mitigating further fretting wear
in irradiated or fresh fuel assemblies.
Our Reference 37 approval of Cycle 4 operation for CCNPP-l also permitted
operation with reduced-flow fuel assemblies, placed in CEA positions.
This approval was based on CE out-of-pile flow tests that indicated that
the resulting decrease in guide tube flow is accompanied by less CEA flow
induced vibration and, therefore, less guide tube wear. Thirty-two reduced
flow fuel assemblies will be used in rodded positions during Cycle 5
operation.
During the Cycle 5 reload outage, eddy current testing with an encircling
coil probe was performed on 5 CEAs. Preliminary results indicate that
the total amount of CEA wear is similar to that determined from Cycle 3
operation (10, 38). These measurements from these inspections revealed
average CEA cladding wear depths of less than 1 mil and maximum wear depths
of less than 3 mils.
We can, therefore, conclude that, after 4 cycles of operation, fretting
wear to CEA cladding is apparently insignificant.
Thirty days after returning to power, BG&E has committed (10) to submitting
a formal report on the CEA and fuel assembly inspections for fretting wear
(10). The fuel assembly inspections on up to six previously rodded sleeved
or unsleeved assemblies will be conducted using bobbin and pancake eddy
current probes.
We anticipate that these fuel assembly inspections will not reveal any
unacceptable fretting wear. Furthermore, the observed degree of wear would
serve as a basis upon which to determine the required surveillance to be
performed during the Cycle 6 refueling outage. It is, however, desirable
that some surveillance should be performed during the Cycle 6 reload outage
on Cycle 5 reduced-flow fuel assemblies that are to be rodded again in
Cycle 6. BG&E has agreed to provide their proposed fuel assembly inspection
program at least 90 days prior to reactor shutdown for the Cycle 6 reload
outage.
We therefore conclude that: (a) the guide tubes in the CE sleeved fuel
assemblies will continue to meet their design functions; and (b) the 32 guide
tubes in the reduced-flow fuel assemblies should be acceptably resistant
to CEA wear.

-
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Operational Restriction on CEA Movement

For Cycle 4 operation, BG&E imposed a restriction on CEA movement while
at primary system temperatures below 400°F (39). This restriction was
in response to a CE recommended operational guideline to reduce CEA drag
forces on relaxed crimp joints (i.e., the bond which holds sleeve inserts
to guide tubes). Such a restriction had been deemed necessary in light
of prior indications of some undersized crimps (38).
This operational restriction on CEA movement will now be discontinued
because no fuel assemblies with undersized crimps will be placed under
CEAs for Cycle 5 operation (2). It was confirmed that either: (a) the
assemblies were sleeved in accordance with the procedure used in Calvert
Cliffs, Unit No. 2, and was demonstrated acceptable (40); or (b) the
assemblies were sleeved in accordance with a revised procedure, which
included eddy current testing that confirmed the presence of adequate crimps

(2).

We, therefore, conclude that the discontinuation of the restriction on CEA
movement at low RCS temperatures is acceptable for Cycle 5 operation. This
restriction will need to be reconsidered for Cycle 6 operation if sleeved
Batch F fuel assemblies are used under CEAs.
2.1.9

PROTOTYPE Assemblies

In the process of evaluating the PROTOTYPE fuel design, we noted that the
discussion provided in BG&E's reload submittal was in the form of a somewhat
general design description rather than a comprehensive safety analysis.
We, therefore, asked for further details involving: (a) the relationships
of the PROTOTYPE assembly irradiations to future core reloads and planned
fuel surveillance; (b) safety analyses for the PROTOTYPE design, including
high burnup considerations in particular; (c) target burnups; and (d) the
predicted effects of specific design features (unique to PROTOTYPE fuel)
on fuel performance. These questions were discussed with BG&E and CE re
presentatives in a meeting in Bethesda on November 12, 1980 and were sub
sequently responded to in writing (2, 10).

-
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In the responses to NRC staff questions, it was noted that the four so-called
PROTOTYPE assemblies that are intended for irradiation in Cycle 5 operation
in CCNPP-l are, in fact, "experimental test assemblies," as defined in
an enclosure to staff Question Dl. That is, for true lead "prototype"
assemblies, there is usually a subsequent reload in which about 1/3 of
the core would be of the "prototype" design fuel assemblies. But inasmuch.
as no specific reload application has been identified for any of the
Calvert Cliffs PROTOTYPE assembly design features, and since the number
of test assemblies to be irradiated is a very small fraction of the core,
no extensive post irradiation examination of those assemblies is required.
Should any of the PROTOTYPE innovations be adopted for general use at the
Calvert Cliffs units, however, we would require the technical support for
the associated licensing submittal to include the results of post irradiation
examinations of fuel assemblies containing the design innovations.
As indicated in the response to a staff question, the target burnups for
the PROTOTYPE assemblies at EOC 5 are 50,000 and 54,900 MWD/MTU, for assembly
average and lead rod exposures, respectively. However, the PROTOTYPE
assemblies are located in non-limiting locations; (power density in the
highest power PROTOTYPE fuel rod always remains below 94% of the lead rod
power). As a result, heat flux, fuel temperature, and stored energy inputs
to the transient analyses are less adverse than those of standard Cycle
5 reload fuel. The licensee has stated that his safety analysis took into
account the design changes incorporated into PROTOTYPE fuel and that the
annular fuel pellets were the most significant from a safety analysis stand
point (10). FATES calculations reportedly demonstrated that the fuel temper
ature and stored energy are reduced for this fuel type, and that internal
rod pressure is also reduced as a result of the lower fuel temperature
and greater void space to accommodate fission gas release.
We, therefore, agree with the licensee that it is not necessary to perform
Moreover, since higher
an explicit safety analysis for the PROTOTYPE fuel.
than traditional burnups (33,000 MWD/MTU) will not be achieved in Cycle
5 or Cycle 6 with PROTOTYPE fuel, and since the licensee has also stated
that "analyses will be reported explicitly in future reloads if traditional
burnups are to be exceeded," we conclude that the burnup-related safety
analysis considerations have been adequately addressed at this time.
With regard to how each innovative PROTOTYPE design feature is expected
to affect fuel performance, the licensee has provided a proprietary response
that describes the expected effects in considerable detail (10).

-
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In summary, we conclude that reasonable assurance has been provided that
the substitution of the four test assemblies termed PROTOTYPE in Cycle
5 operation of the Calvert Cliffs, Unit No. 1 reactor for four standard
assemblies will not result in: (a) a significant reduction in safety
margins; or (b) increased risk to the public health and safety.
Other Experimental or Demonstration Fuel Assemblies

2.1.10

In addition to the PROTOTYPE assemblies, other non-standard fuel assemblies
CEAs
to be used in Cycle 5 include 3 assemblies that will containandempty
assembly
1
assembly,
demonstration
SCOUT
1
in the center guide tubes,
that-will contain 15 CE/EPRI test rods.
We find the use of these 5 non-standard fuel assemblies acceptable since5
(a) they are few in number and constitute a small portion of the Cycle
(c) they have
core; (b) they are to be placed in non-limiting positions;
been evaluated and approved for irradiation in previous cycles; (d) ofthey
their
have undergone outage inspections that confirmed the acceptability analyses
continued use; and/or (e) we have evaluated and approved specific
discussed previously herein (e.g., cladding creep collapse).
Nuclear Analyses

2.2

The nuclear design analysis used in Cycle 4 (reference cycle) hasThebeen
used for Cycle 5 in the same manner and with the same methods. was nuclear
used
design model is, therefore, acceptable. The ROCS computer code
to compute the following safety parameters:
° Fuel Temperature Coefficients
O

Moderator Temperature Coefficients

o

Boron Worths

O

Critical Boron Concentrations

"OScram Reactivity Worths and Allowances
"° Reactivity Worth of CEA Regulatory Banks
"OCEA Ejection and CEA Drop Reactivity Worths

2.2.1

Nuclear Parameters

13,800 MWD/MTU,
The Cycle 5 burnup was expected to be between 13,100 MWD/MTU and
core charac
depending on the final Cycle 4 termination point. The Cycle 5between
10,600
teristics were originally calculated for Cycle 4 terminations

-* 14 MWD/MTU and 11,600 MWD/MTU and limiting values were established for
the safety analyses. A subsequent extension from 11,600 to 11,800 MWD/MTU
of the Cycle 4 shutdown window produced minor perturbations of less
than 1% in the Cycle 5 power distributions. In addition, power peaking
safety parameters have been reassessed by BG&E and the enveloping values
presented in the Nuclear Design Section of the Cycle 5 reload submittal
have been determined to be unchanged as a result of this burnup extension.
We find this reassessment reasonable and acceptable.
In the Cycle 3 SE, we found that the incorporation of stainless steel
sleeves into the CEA guide tube had minimal effect on reactor physics.
The operation of CCNPP-l for the previous two cycles with these sleeves
has borne out this conclusion.
Changes in the nuclear parameters between the reference cycle and Cycle
5 are presented in Table 3.
is calculated to be -1.0 X 10-4
The Cycle 5 moderator temperature coefficient
4
These
Ap/F for beginning of cycle and -1.9 x IO- Ap/F for end of cycle.
reference
the
for
analyses
safety
the
in
used
values are bounded by the values
co
temperature)
(fuel
to +0.5 x 10"4). The Doppler
cycle (-2.5 x 10
efficient for Cycle 5 is slightly more negative than the value used in
the reference cycle. This is a best estimate value expected to be accurate
to within 15%. In order to assure that a conservative value was used in
the safety analysis, a value 15% greater or less than this was used, depend
ing upon whether a more negative or a less negative coefficient was conser
vative. We find the values of the moderator temperature coefficients and
Doppler coefficients to be acceptable.
At the beginning of Cycle 5, the reactivity worth of all CEAs inserted
assuming the highest worth CEA is stuck out of the core is 7.0%Ap.
The reactivity worth required for shutdown which includes the power defect
from hot full power to hot zero power as well as the fact that the CEAs
may be slightly inserted rather than fully withdrawn (CEA bite) is 2.2%AP.
The excess CEA worth available for normal shutdown at BOC is therefore
4.8%Ap. At end of Cycle 5, the calculated excess CEA worth is 4.9%Ap.
The margins available in negative reactivity at BOC and EOC are more than
adequate to account for any uncertainty in nuclear calculations. We find
these shutdown margins to be acceptable.
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For the Cycle 5 analysis, a bias value of 6% was applied to increase the
maximum calculated radiation peaking factors in fuel pins adjacent to CEA
water holes. This value is consistent with those used previously for CE
reactors and is, therefore, acceptable.
The augmentation factor (used to account for the power density spikes due
to axial gaps caused by fuel densification) was calculated for Cycle 5
using the methodology described in Reference 45 which has been approved
by the NRC staff. These augmentation factors are included in the deter
mination of Fxy. The Cycle 5 maximum augmentation factor of 1.055 is
slightly higher than the maximum reference cycle value of 1.049. We
find this increase acceptable.
2.2.2

Uncertainty in Nuclear Power Peaking Factors

Incore detector measurements are used to compute the core peaking factors
using the INCA code (46). The coefficients required to perform this data
reduction are obtained using the methodology described in the topical report.
For Cycle 5 operation, the licensee has proposed measurement uncertainties
of 6% for the total integrated radiation peaking factor (Fr) and 7% for
the total power peaking factor (Fq) for base load operation.
The initial CE evaluation of peaking factor uncertainty was presented in
References 47 and 48. In a meeting with CE on March 6, 1979, data was
presented showing measurement uncertainties of 6% in Fr and 7% in F to
be conservative (48). On this basis, we find these measurement uncgrtainties
of 6% and 7% for Fr and Fq, respectively to be acceptable.

-
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TABLE 3
CALVERT CLIFFS UNIT 1 CYCLE 5
NOMINAL PHYSICS CHARACTERISTICS
Units

Referenced Cycle

Cycle 5

Dissolved Boron
Dissolved Boron Content
for Criticality, CEAs
Withdrawn
Hot Full Power,
Equilibrium Zenon, BOC

PPM

1030

1010

Boron Worth
Hot Full Power BOC

PPM/% Ap

95

101

Hot Full Power EOC

PPM/% Ap

83

83

lO-4 Ap/°F
l0-4 Ap/ 0 F

-0.4
-2.1

-0.1
-1.9

lO-5 Ap/ 0 F
10-5 Ap/°F
10-5 Ap/°F

-1.50
-1.20
-1.37

-1.55
-1.21
-1.40

Reactivity Coefficients
(CEAs Withdrawn)
Moderator Temperature
Coefficients, Hot Full Power,
Equilibrium Xenon
Beginning of Cycle
End of Cycle
Doppler Coefficient
Hot Zero Power BOC
Hot Full Power BOC
Hot Full Power EOC
Total Delayed Neutron
Fraction, Beff
BOC

.00616

.00628

EOC

.00522

.00521

24.8
29.1

24.4
29.7

Neutron Generation Time, Z
BOC
EOC

l(-6 sec
10.6 sec

W•

-
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Thermal Hydraulic Design

In order to achieve extended burnup cycles (18 month fuel cycles) for CCNPP-1,
BG&E has proposed that the Cycle 5 peak linear heat generation rate would be
increased from 14.2 kw/ft to 15.5 kw/ft. To minimize the impact of this
new LCO on thermal margin to DNBR trip, a new trip function has also been
This asymmetric steam generator protective trip function (ASGPTF)
proposed.
would replace the low steam generator level trip as the primary trip to
mitigate the event, thus producing a smaller margin degradation during the
event. This additional margin gain would allow operational flexibility
to be maintained for the extended burnup cycles.
The staff has reviewed the impact of these changes on the thermal hydraulic
design performance of the Cycle 5 core.
(a) compar
The thermal hydraulic design review consisted of the following:
4
Cycle
between
ison of the thermal hydraulic parameters at full power
the
(b)
5;
Cycle
and
1)
(also cited as the reference cycle in Reference
methodology used for DNBR evaluations under asymmetric core conditions;
(c) the effects of rod bow on DNBR limits for extended burnup fuel assemblies;
(d) thermal hydraulic design of the ASGTPTF; (e) determination and evaluation
of the most limiting event from the design basis Anticipated Operational
Occurrences (AOOs) associated with secondary system malfunctions which
result in asymmetric primary loop temperature; and (f) proposed Technical
Specifications (TS) modifications.
The Cycle 5 thermal-hydraulic analyses were performed using the TORC computer
code in conjunction with the CE-l critical heat flux correlation (43).
These methods have been previously approved by the staff with a 1.19 DNBR
limit. The licensee has incorporated a penalty of 0.46% on the minimum
DNBR limit (making the minimum DNBR 1.195) to account for rod bow at the
Since
maximum expected batch-average burnup of 45,000 MWD/MTU for Cycle 5.
an
analyses,
bow
rod
the
for
used
methods
the
the staff has not approved
of
value
conservative
more
a
obtain
to
applied
interim staff model was
rod bow penalty (Section 2.1.5). However, the licensee has examined the
power distributions in those high exposure assemblies which could be affected
by rod bow during Cycle 5 and has determined that the low power operating
conditions in these assemblies will provide subtantial DNB margin (15.3%)
Therefore,
to more than offset the maximum rod bow penalty of 6.2% (27).
licensee
the
by
proposed
1.195
of
limit
DNBR
minimum
the
finds
the staff
acceptable.
A comparison of thermal-hydraulic design conditions for CCNPP-l Cycles
It can be seen that DNBR margin is adversely
4 and 5 is provided in Table 4.
affected by the higher PLHGR and also by a lower value of core flow based
on an increase in core bypass flow used in the analyses.

-
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TABLE 4
CALVERT CLIFFS UNIT 1
THERMAL HYDRAULIC PARAMETERS AT FULL POWER
Reference

General Characteristics

Unit

Cycle 4

Total Heat Output (Core Only)

MWT

2700

106 Btu/hr

9215
.975

Fraction of Heat Generated in
Fuel Rod
Primary System Pressure
Nominal
Minimum in steady state
Maximum in steady state

2250
2200
2300

psia
psia
psia

550

Inlet Temperature
Total Reactor Coolant Flow
(steady state)

370,000

gpm

Cycle 5
2700
9215
.975

2250
2200
2300
550
370,000

106 lb/hr

139.0

139.0

Coolant Flow Through Core

106 lb/hr

135.3

133.9*

Hydraulic Diameter
(nominal channel)
Average Mass Velocity

ft

0.044

0.044

2
106 lb/hr-ft

2.53

2.51

Pressure Drop Across Core
(minimum steady state flow
irreversible Ap over entire
fuel assembly)

psi

10.6

10.4

Total Pressure Drop Across Vessel
(based on nominal dimensions
and minimum steady state flow)

psi

32.6

Core Average Heat Flux (accounts
for above fraction of heat
generated in fuel rod and
axial densification factor)

Btu/hr-ft

Total Heat Transfer Area (Accounts
for axial densification factor)

ft

2

2

32.4

181,200

186,435**

49,600

48,192**

-
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Table 4 (cont.)

General Characteristics

Unit
2

Film Coefficient at Average Conditions

Btu/hr-f t -OF

Average Film Temperature Difference

OF

Average Linear Heat Rate of
Undensified Fuel Rod (accounts
for above fraction of heat
generated in fuel rod)

kw/ft

Average Core Enthalpy Rise

Btu/lb

Maximum Clad Surface Temperature

OF

Reference
Cycle 4
5815

Cycle 5

31

32

6.05

5765

6.23***

68

68.8

657

657

Reference
Cycle 4

Cycle 5

Engineering Heat Flux Factor

1.03

1.03

Engineering Factor on Hot Channel Heat
Input

1.03

1.02 (as-built)

Rod Pitch, Bowing and Clad Diameter

1.065

1.065

Fuel Densification Factor (axial)

1.01

1.01

For DNB Margin Analyses (Fr)

1.58

1.620

For KW/ft Limit Analyses (Fxy)

1.660

1.620

Calculational Factors

Total Planar Radial
Peaking Factors

Peak Linear Heat Generation Rate (KW/ft)

14.2

15.5

NOTES
All flow-related parameters are calculated at design inlet temperature,
primary system pressure.

nominal

*Based on a 3.7% generic core bypass flow. Actual Cycle 5 coolant flow through the
core is 135.i3x10 lb/hr.
Actual Cycle 5 number of shims is 416.
**Based on generic value of 1100 shims.
***This is a corrected number based on reference 66.

- 20 The transients resulting from the malfunction of one steam generator were
analyzed for Cycle 5 to determine the initial margins that must be maintained
by the LCOs such that in conjunction with the ASGPTF, the DNBR and fuel
CTM design limits are not exceeded.
CESEC-Cycle 7 version was used to simulate the primary system response
to the malfunction (2), and TORC/CE-l was used in DNBR analyses. Although
the CESEC-Cycle 7 version has not been approved, the staff has found it
acceptable for this application.
This event was not analyzed in the FSAR, but was evaluated in CENPD-199-P
(49).
The four events which affect a single steam generator are:
o Loss of load to one steam generator;
o Excess load to one steam generator;
o

Loss of feedwater to one steam generator; and

0

Excess feedwater to one steam generator.

The licensee has justified, by the detailed studies documented in Reference
49, that the Loss of Load to One Steam Generator (LL/ISG) event produces

by far the largest margin degradation and thus is the most limiting asymmetric

event. Since this event is most limiting it was the only asymmetric event
analyzed for Cycle 5 to establish the ASGPTF setpoints. The staff has
reviewed the referenced studies and finds this approach acceptable.

The limiting event is initiated by the inadvertent closure of a single main
steam isolation valve. Upon loss of load to the single steam generator, its
coolant saturation temperature and pressure increase to the opening pressure
of the secondary safety valves. The intact steam generator "picks up" the
lost load, causing its coolant saturation temperature and pressure to decrease.
The heat sink imbalance leads to primary cold leg asymmetry. The resulting
inlet tenperature tilt causes an azimuthal power tilt, increased PLHGR
and a degraded DNBR.
Table 5 presents the sequence of events for the LL/1SG event. Results of
the analyses, initiated at a linear heat rate of 16.0 kw/ft, resulted in a
linear heat generation rate of 19.0 kW/ft. Margin is assured since the
linear heat rate LCO is 15.5 kw/ft, based on the more limiting allowable
linear heat rate for LOCA. The minirmum transient DNBR calculated for the
event is 1.39. Thus, BG&E has justified that with RPS-ASGPTF for LL/ISG
event, DNBR > 1.195 and Planar Linear heat rate (PLHR)<_21.O kW/ft (50).

- 21 The event initiated from the extremes of the LCO limits in conjunction
with the ASGPTF will not lead to DIIBR or CTM temperatures which exceed
the DNBR and CTM fuel design limits. The staff finds these results
acceptable.

TABLE 5
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR
LOSS OF LOAD TO ONE STEAM GENERATOR

Time (sec)

Event

Setpoint or Value

0.0

Spurious closure of a single main steam
isolation valve

0.0

Steam flow from unaffected steam generator
increases to maintain turbine power

2.6

ASGPTF setpoint reached (differential pressure)

3.2

Dump and Bypass valves are open

3.4

Safety Valves Open on isolated steam generator

3.5

Trip breakers open

4.0

CEAs begin to insert

5.5

Minimum DNBR occurs

1.39

9.6

Maximum steam generator pressure

1054 psia

175 psid

1000 psia

- 22 2.4

Accident and Transient Review

The licensee's analyses of accidents and transients were provided in
References 1 and 43. BG&E states that for all design basis events (DBE)
an explicit reanalysis was performed to determine the consequences of
these events. Reanalysis of the events was required for one or more
of the following reasons:
eighteen month fuel
o Change in key transient parameters due to the
cycles which adversely influence transient behavior and which were
not bounded by the reference cycle;
cycle; and
o Change in the methodology used in the reference
o

Post-TMI requirements to manually trip the RCPs following safety
injection actuation signal (SIAS) and automatic initiation of
auxiliary feedwater (AFW) flow.
Anticipated Operational Occurrences

2.4.1

Three of the AOOs have not been reanalyzed for the following reasons:
than 4 RCP
o Startup of an Inactive RCP--Operation with less
running is precluded by the TS 3.4.1; and
o

Part Length CEA Drop/Part Length CEA Malpositioning--The part
length CEAs have been removed from the CCNPP-1 core. Therefore,
no analysis is required.

The remainder of the AOOs are dicussed below.
2.4.1.1

CEA Withdrawal Event

The CEA withdrawal event was reanalyzed for Cycle 5 to determine that
the DNBR and CTM design limits are not exceeded. The event was reanalyzed
for reactor initial conditions of zero power and full power and the
licensee has stated that the DNB and SAFDLs will not be exceeded during
a CEA withdrawal transient.
The CEA withdrawal transient initiated at rated power is the limiting
event for the calculation of the pressure bias term and results in a
maximum value of 70 psia. This bias factor accounts for measurement
system processing delays during the CEA withdrawal event and is used
in generating TM/LP trip setpoints to prevent the SAFDLs from being
exceeded.
The methods used to determine the peak fuel rod response, and the input
to that analysis, such as reactivity insertion rate, moderator and fuel
temperature feedback effects, and initial axial power distribution,
have been examined. The results of the analysis show that the DNB and
fuel centerline melt SAFDLs will not be exceeded during a CEA withdrawal
event.
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both input assumptions and models, to assure that fuel damage will not result
from CEA withdrawal transients.
2.4.1.2

Full Length CEA Drop Event

The full length CEA drop event was reanalyzed for Cycle 5 to determine the
initial thermal margins that must be maintained by the LCOs such that the
DNBR and fuel centerline melt design limit will not be exceeded. The methods
used to determine the peak fuel rod response, and the input to that analysis,
such as power distribution changes, CEA reactivities, and reactivity feedback
effects due to moderator and fuel temperature changes, have been examined.
The resulting extreme conditions of fuel power, temperature, and DNB have
been compared to the acceptance criteria for fuel integrity and the analyses
have shown that these limits are not exceeded.
The staff concludes that the calculations contain sufficient conservatism, in
both input assumptions and models, to assure that fuel damage will not result
from a full length CEA drop.
2.4.1.3

Fuel Loading Error

This AON has not previously been calculated for CCNPP-1 as required by our
Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 15.4.7. BG&E has committed to submit
an analysis within 6 months of the issuance of this SE. The event has
We find this
previously been prevented by strict procedural control.
acceptable.
are
procedures
the
if
cycle
additional
acceptable for one
Procedures for verifying that fuel is loaded into proper core locations are
the same as the procedures which were used for the reference cycle. Presently,
there are two methods which are used to determine a fuel misloading. These
are a visual core loading verification and CEA symmetry checks. The visual
core loading check not only verifies the placement of assemblies in the
proper core location but also verifies the proper orientation of each
assembly. The CEA symmetry checks will be performed as a part of the Cycle 5
startup test program to insure that fuel misloadings, which might cause a
sufficient deviation from the planned design power distributions to impact
the safety analyses, would be detected. We, therefore, find these two
procedures for verifying that fuel is properly loaded to be acceptable.
2.4.1.4

Malfunction of One Steam Generator

The transients resulting from the malfunction of one steam generator were
analyzed for Cycle 5 to determine the initial margins that must be maintained
by the LCOs such that in conjunction with the RPS Asymmetric Steam Generator
Protective Trip Function (ASGPTF) the DNBR and CTM limits would not
be exceeded. See Section 2.7 of this SE for evaluation of the ASGPTF
design and Secton 2.3, "Thermal Hydraulic Design" for DNBR and CTM acceptance.
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of a LL/lSG event will be a DNBR >1.195 and Planar Linear heat rate (PLHR)
<21.0 KW/ft (50).
The event initiated from the extremes of the LCO in conjunction with the
ASGPTF will not lead to DNBR or centerline fuel temperatures which exceed
the DNBR and centerline to melt design limits. The minimum transient
calculated for the LL/IlSG event is 1.39 as compared to the minimum accept
able DNBR of 1.195. We find this analysis acceptable.
2.4.1.5

Boron Dilution

power and
An inadvertent boron dilution adds positive reactivity, produces
from
departure
the
temperature increases and may cause an approach to both
melt
to
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) and the fuel centerline temperature
(CTM) limits.
time
The boron dilution event was reanalyzed to determine whether sufficient
boron
a
terminate
is available for the operator to identify the cause ofor and
any other mode of
dilution event that may occur during power operation
operation (1 , 51).
Margin/Low
In a boron dilution event during power operation the Thermal the variable
excursions,
Pressure (TM/LP) trip, or, for more rapid power
or the CTM criteria
high power level trip will prevent violating the DNBRevent
is in progress.
and indicates to the operator that a boron dilution
the boron
terminate
to
In this event the operator has an adequate time
dilution event. We find this analysis acceptable.
the cold
For a boron dilution event during any other mode of operation,
of the
initiation
the
from
time
shutdown mode provides the most limiting
to
returns
reactor
the
and
event until the shutdown margin is exhausted
to
time
the
determine
to
made
are
critical. The following assumptions
criticality:
faster
"oHomogeneous Dilution - homogeneous dilution results in a
boron dilution as compared to heterogeneous dilution;
hot
"oRCS Active Volume - RCS volume up to the centerline of the
the cold
leg pipes (2778 cu ft) is used for time calculation for
shutdown and refueling modes of operation;
a maximum
"ODilution Rate - the maximum dilution rate results from
during
charging pump capacity of 88 gpm (2 pumps at 44 gpm/pump)
the cold shutdown mode and 132 gpm (3 x 44 gpm/pump) during
the refueling mode;
con
"OCritical Boron Concentration - the maximum critical boron
shutdown
centration of 1900 ppm and 1800 ppm is used for cold
and refueling modes respectively; and
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of 2065 ppm and 2300 ppm is used for cold shutdown and refueling modes,
respectively.
The total time to criticality during the cold shutdown mode is calculated to
be 19.7 minutes. The SRP Section 15.4.6 specifies the minimum time allowed for
operator action to be 15 minutes after he is alerted to the ongoing dilution
event.
During the course of the review of this event the licensee stated that the
operator has no positive means of being alerted to a boron dilution event
that may be in progress. Thus the above calculated minimum time of 19.7
minutes may expire and the reactor could become critical before the operator
is able to identify and terminate the event. Therefore, it is the staff's
position that the operator should be provided with a positive means to alert
him to a boron dilution event, and allow him adequate time to terminate the
event. BG&E has agreed to provide a means of such notification during Cycle 5
operations.
2.4.1.6

Excess Load

The excess load event is an overcooling transient that is caused by the
accidental opening of the steam dump and/or bypass valves. These valves
have a total capacity of 45% of the rated steam flow. The excess load
event has been analyzed for both full power and hot standby conditions.
The excess load event at full power condition was found to be more limiting.
Conservative assumptions were used in the analysis to account for (a) the
time of initiation and the capacity of the AFW system, (b) the Doppler
"coefficient, (c) the moderator temperature coefficient, and (d) the
pressurizer pressure control system which was assumed inoperable.
The analysis resulted in a minimum DNBR of 1.36 and a maximum LHGR of
18.3 kw/ft. These values have safety margins of 14% and 13% respectively
as compared to the limiting values of 1.195 and 21.0 kw/ft, respectively.
The analysis results for this transient meet the acceptance criteria of
SRP Section 15.1.1 and are, therefore, acceptable.
2.4.1.7

Loss of Load

The Loss of Load (LOL) event is an undercooling transient that results
from the accidental sudden closure of the turbine stop valves without a
simultaneous reactor trip.
"Conservative assumptions were used in the LOL transient analysis to
account for: (a) the steam dump and bypass valves which were assumed to
remain closed; (b) the pressurizer spray and relief valves which were
assumed tý be closed throughout the transient; (c) a positive MTC of
AK/K/°F and a least negative Doppler coefficient with a
0.5 x 10-

- 26 multiplier of 0.85; and (d) a bottom peaked axial power shape which minimizes
the negative reactivity insertion during the initial portion of the scram
following a reactor trip and maximizes the time required to mitigate the
pressure and heat flux increases.
The LOL transient analysis resulted in a minimum DNBR of 1.35 and a peak
reactor coolant pressure of 2550 psia. These values have safety margins
of 13% and 200 psia as compared to the limiting criteria of 1.195 and 2750
psia respectively.
The anlaysis results for this transient meet the acceptance criteria of
SRP Section 15.2.1 and are, therefore, acceptable.
2.4.1.8

Loss of Feedwater Flow

The loss of feedwater (LOFW) flow transient is an undercooling, event that is
caused by the sudden and total interruption of the main feedwater flow. The
safety criteria for this event are that the RCS pressure should not exceed
the code safety limit, and the DNBR limit should not be violated.
The last detailed analysis for the LOFW event was conducted for Cycle 2
Since the key parameters used for Cycle 2 analysis (the
reload (52).
"reference cycle") did not change for Cycle 5, the use of the reference
cycle analysis is justified. In the reference cycle it was shown that the
minimum DNBR and the peak RCS pressure obtained during the LOFW event are
less limiting than the corresponding values for the loss of load (LOL)
event of that cycle. By investigation, based on the licensee's analyses
for the reference cycle, we concluded that the LOFW event results had
about two times the safety margin (for the minimum DNBR and the peak RCS
pressure) as the LOL event results. Consequently, it can be safely
5.
assumed that the LOFW event is bounded by the LOL analysis for Cycle DNBR
13%
a
least
at
is
there
that
concludes
The LOL analysis for Cycle 5
margin throughout the transient, and similarly a 200 psia peak preassure
margin exists. The analysis results for this transient meet the acceptance
criteria of SRP Section 15.1.1 and are, therefore, acceptable.
2.4.1.9

Excess Heat Removal

The loss of high pressure feedwater heaters is the most adverse feedwater
malfunction in terms of Excess Heat Removal (EHR) from the RCS. This
event has the same effect on the primary system as a 9% increase in
turbine demand which is not matched by an increase in core power. As
a result, the DNBR degradation associated with this event is less severe
than that associated with the Excess Load event where there is a larger
increase (45%) in turbine demand analyzed. Therefore, the EHR event is
bounded by the excess load analysis for Cycle 5 which concludes there
is about 14% DNBR margin throughout the event. We find this acceptable.
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RCS Depressurization

The RCS depressurization event is postulated to occur by the accidential
opening of the two PORVs at full power operation. Rapid depressurization
while at full power causes a corresponding rapid decrease in DNBR. The
Thermal Margin/Low Pressure (TM/LP) trip provides protection against
violating the DNBR criterion. The last detailed analysis for this event
was conducted for Cycle 4 (reference cycle for this event) as documented
in Reference 53. None of the key parameters used to determine the pressure
bias factor (in the TM/LP trip equation) for this event are outside the
range of the reference cycle analysis.
The RCS depressurization analysis for the reference cycle produced a
pressure bias of 35.0 psia as compared to 62.0 psia for the CEA with
drawal event at full power for the same cycle. Therefore, it can be
considered that the CEA withdrawal analysis for Cycle 5 (which produces
a pressure bias of 70.0 psia) bounds the RCS depressurization event.
That is, the DNBR margin provided by a pressure bias of 70.0 psia will
be more than adequate for the RCS depressurization event. This, we
find, is acceptable.
2.4.1.11

Loss of Non-Emergency A-C Power

This event (LOAC) involves the simultaneous interruption of steam flow to
the turbine and the condenser, of the main feedwater supply to both
steam generators, and of the forced reactor coolant flow. In order
to meet the safety criteria, the licensee relies on the reactor trip
concurrent with the event, and on manual operator action. The operator
is required to initiate the AFW flow to the steam generators within 10
minutes, and to manipulate the atmospheric dump valves in order to cool
the RCS to 300'F where the RHR may begin.
The licensee referenced the Loss of Coolant Flow (LOCF) (see Section
2.4.1.12) transient analysis to describe the DNBR degradation for the
event. By inspection of the reference cycle (Cycle 2) analyses we
concur with the licensee's approach (52). Therefore, the LOCF analysis
for Cycle 5 is considered representative of the LOAC transient for the
same cycle.
By reference to the LOCF analysis we conclude that the DNBR criterion
will be met for the LOAC event.
2.4.1.12

Loss of Coolant Flow

The loss of coolant flow (LOCF) event (4-pump coastdown) was reanalyzed
for Cycle 5 to determine the minimum initial margin that must be maintained
by the limiting condition for operations (LCOs) such that in conjunction
with the RPS low flow trip, the DNBR limit will not be exceeded. A 4-pump
LOCF produces a rapid approach to the DNBR limit due to the rapid decrease
in the core coolant flow.
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trip, other conservative assumptions were used in the LOCF transient analysis
to reflect the following initial conditions: (a) the TS LCOs; and (b)
an axial shape index (ASI) of 0.0. The choice of an ASI of 0.0 over a
positive ASI is explained as follows. If the transient is initiated from
a positive ASI condition, there will be a delay in terminating the DNBR
decrease due to control rod insertion from the top in a bottom peaked flux
shape. On the other hand, if the transient is initated from a 0.0 ASI
condition the initial steady state condition is more conservative for the
LOCF type of events (2). The analysis for this transient resulted in a
minimum DNBR of 1.195 and a RCS peak pressure of 2302 psia as compared
to the safety criteria of L.195 and 2750 psia respectively.
The analysis results for this transient meet the acceptance criteria of
SRP Section 15.3.1 and are, therefore, acceptable.
2.4.2
2.4.2.1

Postulated Accidents
CEA Ejection Event

The CEA ejection event was reanalyzed for Cycle 5 to assess the impact
of a change in power peaking factors, a decrease in the CEA trip bank worth,
a smaller delayed neutron fraction, and a higher ejected CEA worth at zero
power. The analytical method employed in the reanalysis of this event
is the NRC approved CE method described in Reference 42.
The most limiting key safety parameters in Cycle 5 were used to bound the
most adverse conditions. These included the least negative Doppler co
efficient, the most positive moderator temperature coefficient, and an
EOC delayed neutron fraction to produce the highest power rise during the
event.
The licensee's analysis shows that both the zero power and full power cases
result in peak fuel enthalpies less than the NRC limiting criterion of
280 cal/gm for pressure pulse and coolability considerations. Therefore,
prompt fuel rupture with consequent rapid heat transfer to the coolant
from finely dispersed molten U02 was assumed not to occur.
We conclude that the initial assumptions and analytical models used to
ensure that primary system integrity will be maintained in the event of
a CEA ejection.
A secondary part of the CEA ejection analysis provides the number of fuel
rod failures (cladding defects) that are used in estimating the radioactive
source term for dose calculations (Section 7.3.1).
Reference 1 shows CEA ejection accident results based on an enthalpy threshold
for cladding failure. The enthalpy values provided in the submittal have
never been approved and have been shown in Reference 41 to be non-conservative
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CE designed NSSS plants. We have informed BG&E of this fact and have
requested a reanalysis of the CEA ejection accident based on a minimum
DNBR for cladding failure as described in Regulatory Guide 1.77.
The licensee has responded that the criteria for fuel failure during the
CEA event as analyzed for Cycle 5 are the same as those approved by the
NRC in the FSAR review and that the approval predates Regulatory Guide
1.77. We have examined the Calvert Cliffs 1 FSAR and our SE for Cycle
4 and note that the methods of analyses used to calculate the fuel
enthalpy rise for the CEA ejection have been approved (42). However, we
find no indication of prior NRC approval of the enthalpy limit used with
*the analysis. Rather, we have found that the 200 cal/gm limit has been
questioned previously for similar CE designed NSSS plants (41), and that
analyses conforming to Regulatory Guide 1.77 have been obtained.
To further complicate this issue, our recent evaluation of research results
questions the validity of the Regulatory Guide's DNBR criterion (44), but
it does not support 200 cal/g either. However, this recent evaluation
goes on to show that real enthalpy values for CEA ejection are much lower
than those calculated with the present conservative methods, and that more
conservative enthalpy limits that might be calculated would not be attainable
in commercial reactors. Therefore, we do not believe that there is any
significant safety concern connected with the licensee's failure to comply
with this regulatory guidance. The licensee has agreed to provide the
analysis in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.77 within six months after
startup of Cycle 5. We find this acceptable.
2.4.2.2

Steam Generator Tube Rupture

The steam generator tube rupture event has two effects of interest from
the safety standpoint: (1) the RCS depressurization and the corresponding
DNBR degradation; and (2) the radioactive release through the atmospheric
steam dump and safety valves and its effect on the site boundary doses.
The RCS depressurization resulting from a double ended rupture of one steam
generator tube is bounded by the analysis for the RCS depressurization
resulting from the accidental opening of two PORVs (See Section 2.4.1.10).
The radioactive release and site boundary doses are addressed in Section
2.6.1 of this SE.
2.4.2.3

Seized RCP Rotor

The seized rotor (SR) event was reanalyzed for Cycle 5 to demonstrate that
the RCS upset pressure limit of 2750 psia will not be exceeded and only
a small fraction of fuel pins are predicted to fail during this event.
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In this hypothetical event the RCS flow rapidly decreases to the three-pump
value. A reactor trip is initiated by a low coolant flow rate as determined
by a reduction in the sum of the steam generator hot to cold leg pressure
drops.
The analysis for this transient used an initial ASI value of -0.16. The
reason for choosing this initial ASI value is similar to the reason given
in the section addressing the LOCF transient. The analysis of this transient
concludes that 3% of the fuel pins are expected to fail, and that the RCS
pressure will reach a peak value of 2292 psia.
The analysis results of this transient meet the acceptance criteria of
SRP Section 15.3.3 and are, therefore, acceptable.
2.4.2.4

Steam Line Break

Since the Three Mile Island accident, new operating guidelines and plant
modifications have been required for this analysis. The new requirements
are (1) automatic initiation of AFW flow, and (2) manual RCP trip upon
a SIAS.
From these new requirements, the need for the analysis method changes to
have the capability of calculating natural circulation and RCP coastdown
as well as modeling of the AFW flow are obvious. The licensee has stated
that the "Standard" CESEC computer program, utilized in previous reloads,
is not adequate for analyzing natural circulation, does not have a self
contained pump model, and has noding limitations. As a result, a modified
version of the CESEC code for the CCNPP-l Cycle 5 steam line break (SLB)
analysis was utilized. This modified version of the CESEC code is identified
as CESEC-SLB.
The CESEC-SLB computer program differs from the "standard" CESEC code in
several respects. CESEC-SLB contains a detailed reactor vessel noding
structure which divides the reactor vessel in half. It consists of parallel
downcomers, parallel lower plenums, parallel cores, parallel core bypass
regions, parallel upper plenums, an upper head node and cross flows between
the two downcomers, lower plenums, and upper plenum regions. In addition
CESEC-SLB is capable of modeling natural circulation ("Standard" CESEC
does not have this capability), has an internal RCP model, and a conservative
reactivity feedback model.
The CESEC-SLB computer program was utilized for predicting the consequence
of a postulated SLB for Cycle 5 of the Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 power plant.
This is the first licensing application of the CESEC-SLB computer code.
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review of the CESEC-SLB code. However, with the assistance of our contractor
(Argonne National Laboratory), we have conducted an abbreviated review
of the CESEC-SLB computer code in order to assess its general acceptability.
Based on our previous knowledge of the "standard" CESEC code, and on meetings
held among BG&E, CE, ANL and NRC, it is concluded that reasonable assurance
exists that the CESEC-SLB computer code, as utilized by the licensee, should
conservatively predict the consequences of a postulated steam line break.
The concerns of a SLB focus on the possibility of returning to criticality
due to the moderator reactivity feedback, which results from severe over
cooling of the primary system. Depending on the shutdown margin available
and the hydraulic characteristics of the system, the only mechanism available
for inserting negative reactivity, before exceeding the DNBR limits, is
via the ECCS injected boron.
The principal conservative assumptions utilized in CESEC-SLB include the
following:
"o High energy steam exiting the break. Best estimate evaluations
would result in liquid carry-out;
"o The secondary side of the steam generator assumes the tubes
to be continuously covered with liquid (resulting in high heat
transfer); and
"o The reactivity feedback is determined by the broken steam generator
exit temperature rather than the average core coolant temperature.
All of the above assumptions maximize the overcooling of the primary system and
therefore tend to bound the reactivity insertion. The licensee calculated,
with the above conservative assumptions utilizing the CESEC-SLB code, that the
DNBR remained well above the 1.195 licensing limit, and thus no fuel damage
is assumed. Without fuel damage, detailed dosage assessment is not required.
BG&E has utilized the CESEC-SLB computer code to evaluate the consequences
of a postulated SLB. The analytical method used by the licensee is being
generically reviewed. The staff's review at this time provides reasonable
assurance that the conclusions based on the licensee's analysis will not be
appreciably altered by the completion of the analytical methods review. As
part of the ongoing methods review, the staff will conduct an independent
If our conclusions from the methods
audit of the licensee's submittal.
review requires revisions to the analyses, the licensee will be required to
revise the SLB analyses as appropriate.
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Loss of Coolant Accident

Most of the analysis for CCNPP-2 Cycle 2 operation was used as a basis
for the CCNPP-l Cycle 5 evaluation. Only the fuel pin thermal analysis
using STRIKIN-II was performed for the Unit 1 Cycle 5 worst break. It
was not necessary to repeat the blowdown and reflood hydraulic analyses
since they were performed generically for both Units 1 and 2 and apply
to Unit 1 Cycle 5 fuel. The PARCH code was not used for steam cooling
reflood heat transfer. Instead the single value flow coefficient approved
with the generic CE model was used.
The licensee showed that with the removal of the one limiting density
assembly, the fuel parameters for Unit 2 Cycle 2 and Unit 1 Cycle 5 were
very close. Since the fuel and plant parameters are nearly identical, it
was only necessary to perform the partial analysis for the limiting break.
Table 6 compares the results of the Unit 2 Cycle 2 analysis with the Unit
1 Cycle 5 analysis. As shown, the performance requirements of 10 CFR 50.46
are not exceeded. We, therefore, find the LOCA analysis acceptable.
TABLE 6
CALVERT CLIFFS LIMITING BREAK (1.0 DES/PD) RESULTS
Peak Cladding
Temoerature (0 F)
Temperature (*F)

Case

Case
Unit l/
Cycle 5

Peak Local
Oxidation (%)
Oxidation (%)

Core Wide
Oxidation (V)

1987

9.7

<.51

Cycle 2

1991

10.4

<.51

10 CFR 50.46

2200

17

1.0

Unit 2/

2.6

Radiological Consequences of Postulated Accidents

BG&E provided revised radiological consequences evaluations where previous
cycle values did not bound Cycle 5 values. As shown below, the revised
radiological consequences are acceptably small fractions of the 10 CFR
100 limits for accidents.
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Steam Generator Tube Rupture

The licensee assumed a manual trip of the reactor coolant pump at the safety
injection actuation signal which maximizes the pressure in'the primary
system. Therefore, relative to Cycle 2 (the reference cycle for analysis of
this accident) a larger amount of primary coolant leaks into the secondary
system. Using the staff's atmospheric dispersion factor of 6 E-4 sec/cubic
meter (compared to the licensee's value of 1.8 E-4), the calculated thyroid
dose at the exclusion area boundary is 1.1 Rem.
2.6.2

Primary Coolant Pump Seized Rotor

Because of numerous changes in parameters, the number of rods calculated
to have DNBR values below the limit is larger in Cycle 5 than in previous
cycles. Three percent of the rods in Cycle 5, compared with 2.5% in
the Final Safety Analysis Report and 0.5% in Cycle 4, are calculated
to experience clad failure. The licensee assumed that the gap inventory
of failed rods is released to the primary system. The amount of activity
released is based on Technical Specification limits for primary to secondary
leakage and assumes immediate release of the primary coolant activity
in the secondary system. Using the staff's X/Q, the calculated impact
of the seized rotor accident is 12 Rem.
2.6.3

Control Element Ejection Accident

The licensee re-evaluated the control element assembly ejection accident
for the new parameters and concluded, using methods previously approved,
that no fuel rods are predicted to fail. Therefore, the radiological
consequences for the CEA ejection accident are no different from previously
approved values.
2.6.4

Burnup Departure Phenomena

The licensee has indicated that the batch average burnup at discharge
from Cycle 5 would be 32,330 MWD/MTU. This value is acceptable for
the present safety evaluation. The licensee is involved in a program
with the reactor vendor, CE, in a program of test rod irradiation to
extended burnups; the licensee has stated that the rods will not be
in limiting locations in the core for Cycle 5. Batch average discharge
burnups beyond the traditional normal target burnup range of 33,000
MWD/MTU will require performance of safety analyses to address comprehen
sively the effects of high burnup on parameters which determine calculated
fuel failures. Such analyses would require NRC review and written approval,
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.59, before operation beyond 33,000 MWD/MTU would be
authorized.
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Steam Generator Transient Protection Trip Function

The asymmetric steam generator transient protection trip function (ASGTPTF)
designed for CCNPP-l by CE is to provide a reactor trip for those design
basis events (AOOs) associated with secondary system malfunctions which
result in asymmetric primary loop temperature. The most limiting event
is the loss of load to one Steam Generator (LL/ISG) caused by a single
Main Steam Isolation Valve (MSIV) closure.
The CCNPP-l RPS presently employs an analog thermal margin trip calculator
as part of the Thermal Margin/Low Pressure (TM/LP) trip function. To provide
a reactor trip for asymmetric design basis events, pressure in each of
the two steam generators will be monitored and these signals input to the
thermal margin calculator. Secondary pressure imbalances between the two
generators will be calculated and a corresponding factor applied in the
TM/LP Calculator to generate a trip signal.
Protection against exceeding the DNBR and maximum kW/ft Specified Acceptable
Fuel Design Limits (SAFDLs) during the LL/ISG event is presently provided
by the Low Steam Generator Level reactor trip in conjunction with sufficient
initial margin maintained by the Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs).
The ASGTPTF will result in a reactor trip sooner than the Low Steam Generator
Level trip and, hence, will produce a smaller margin degradation during
this event. The additional margin gain allows full advantage to be taken
of margin recovery programs designed to achieve 18 month fuel cycles
for future BG&E reload cycles by assuring that the asymmetric transients
would not be limiting AOOs for establishing the LCOs.
This new trip function utilizes existing steam generator pressure sensors
and TM/LP calculators which are used to generate trips as part of the RPS.
The TM/LP calculators will be modified to include a bistable with an input
of the absolute value of the pressure difference between the two steam
If the channel difference exceeds a set amount, a bias
generators.
is input to the TM/LP calculation causing that channel to trip. The
additional bias input to the TM/LP calculation is the asymmetric factor
The trip signal is preceded by a pre-trip alarm to alert
signal (FAS).
the operator of undesirable (abnormal) operating conditions.
The Calvert Cliffs RPS utilizes four vital buses and a two-out-of-four
trip logic. There are four channels of steam generator pressure per steami
Each of the four channels is powered
generator and four TM/LP channels.
channel receives a pressure signal
TM/LP
Each
bus.
vital
separate
a
from
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each steam generator. Thus electrical independence between channels is
maintained. Loss of power to any TM/LP channel will place that channel
in the tripped state.
There are no control or indication functions associated with this trip
function, nor is there any interaction with non-safety ctrcuits. The licensee
has stated that the ASGTPTF instrumentation conforms to the requirements
of IEEE Standard 279-1968 and that the addition of this trip function will
in no way degrade or adversely affect the operation of the existing RPS.
A channel functional test will be performed monthly for the ASGTPTF channels.
In addition, a channel check (steam generator pressure) is performed during
each shift and the channels are calibrated eqch refueling outage. The
ASGTPTF is bypassed during startup below lO-% of rated thermal power.
When thermal power is >_lO-% of rated, this bypass is automatically removed.
The components being added for the ASGTPTF are of the same type and quality
as those being used in the existing RPS. The trip function is designed so
that protective action will not be initiated due to normal operation of the
generating station.
The selection of a trip setpoint is such that adequate protection is provided
when all sensor and processing time delays and inaccuracies are taken into
account. Final determination of an equipment setpoint is based on equipment
characteristics, operating environment, NSSS performance and safety analysis.
The nominal setpoint, uncertainties and response time are provided in Table
7.
Based on our review of the licensee's submittal, we conclude that the proposed
modifications to the CCNPP-l RPS resulting in the addition of an ASGTPTF
trip are acceptable.
TABLE 7
ASYMMETRIC STEAM GENERATOR TRANSIENT PROTECTION TRIP FUNCTION NOMINAL SETPOINTS
35 psi

Nominal System Accuracy

+

Analysis Setpoint

+175 psid

Nominal Equipment Setpoint

+135 psid

Nominal Pretrip Setpoint

+ 100 psid

Nominal System Response Time

< .9 seconds
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RCS Vent Installation

One of the modifications to be made at all PWRs as a result of the Three
Mile Island (TMI) accident is the installation of RCS vents. Guidance
was provided on this Lessons Learned Item No. 2.1.9 in our letters of
September 13 and October 30, 1979. Additional guidance has been given
in our October 31, 1980 letter under Action Plan Item No. II.B.l.
BG&E provided their conceptual design in their letter of January 4, 1980
Since the RCS vents could only be installed during an outage, the
(55).
licensee elected to install two vent manifolds to vent the domes of the
reactor vessel and the pressurizer during the Cycle 5 reload. Because
the operational procedures have not been developed by BG&E and the staff
review is not completed, we find it necessary to review only the portions
of the vent design dealing with inadvertent operation for the interim period
until the entire vent review is completed.
BG&E states that the hardware modifications include the installation of
two 3/4" vent manifolds each containing two series isolation valves, one
located on the reactor vessel head and the other at the top of the press
urizer. Both manifolds are installed to existing penetrations of the reactor
vessel and the pressurizer heads. The manifolds will discharge through
1/2" stainless steel tubing into a common 1/2" line connecting into an
existing 10" line immediately upstream of the quench tank. The existing
quench tank vent valve will be replaced with valving to enable the control
room operator to vent this tank to the waste gas system or the containment
as required.
Each vent manifold contains two remotely operated valves in series. These
solenoid operated valves are normally closed and are designed to fail closed.
Each valve is controlled by a handswitch in the control room which is
installed with a lock. Power is supplied by emergency buses and each valve
has separate fuses. To ensure that the potential for inadvertent operation
is minimized, the fuses will be disconnected during plant operation.
The BG&E analysis shows that the stainless steel line size (1/2") has been
selected to ensure that the vent discharge from the reactor vessel, assuming
saturated water at 2500 psia, would not exceed the make-up capacity of
one charging pump (44 gpm). They find this results in no additional LOCA
analysis being required for this installation.
We find that since (1) previously existing penetrations of the reactor
vessel and pressurizer heads are utilized in this modification; (2) each
manifold contains two valves in a series arrangement to ensure isolation
ability; (3) all valves will be remotely disabled by removing the operating
power during plant normal operation; and (4) discharge flow of either manifold
would not result in a loss of RCS inventory since it would not exceed the
makeup capacity of one charging pump, this modification is acceptable for
return to reactor operation until the entire vent system review is completed.
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system will be completed at a later time. We believe, however, that since
this modification is completed installed at CCNPP-l, the licensee should
expedite the development and submittal for NRC review of operating procedures
and TS. BG&E has agreed to do this.
2.9

Reactor Coolant Pump Studs

I&E Information Notice 80-27 dated June 11, 1980 identified an external
corrosion problem with the Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) studs. The 16 studs
in the Byron Jackson pump design used at the Calvert Cliffs units hold
the motor drive mount to the pump. The area where the studs exhibited
corrosion is the surface exposed closest to the pump case extending up
as high as 3-1/4" and into the pump case thread area on some studs.
All 64 RCP studs used in the 4 RCPs at CCNPP-l were inspected during
the Cycle 5 outage and 27 of these studs on RCPs liB and 12A were affected
(56).
BG&E has determined that the stud corrosion problem was caused by pump
venting techniques, RCP seal pressure line failures and the presence of
other metal objects which encouraged localized deterioration. They believe
that improved pump venting techniques increased inspection frequencies,
improved housekeeping techniques, and seal line modifications will eliminate
the stud deterioration problem. We agree with this conclusion. The I&E
resident inspectors will confirm satisfactory replacement of all 27 RCP
studs identified in Reference 56 prior to reactor startup from the Cycle
5 refueling outage.
2.10

Hydraulic Snubber Common Reservoirs

During a routine surveillance inspection
Calvert Cliffs-2 on October 8, 1977, all
supporting Steam Generator 22 were found
fluid. This was due to a single cracked
the installation which utilized a common
according to Reference 57.

of all inaccessible snubbers at
eight (8) hydraulic snubbers
to have insufficient hydraulic
fitting on snubber 2-63-19 and
reservoir for the 8 snubbers

In the process of authorizing continued operation without monthly sur
veillance required on all inaccessible safety-related hydraulic snubbers
(58), we requested the following information for both Calvert Cliffs units:
1. Provide a listing of all snubbers using a common reservoir. We believe
this information should be available from installation drawings and
need not wait for the next scheduled surveillance period as proposed
by BG&E.
2.

Propose a program to either eliminate common reservoirs on safety related
equipment or increase the surveillance of reservoir levels as a means
of increasing assurance that snubbers will be highly reliable.
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Review the procedures used to implenent the
Program as it relates to minor construction
such as that identified as the likely cause
areas containing safety related equipment.
deficiences in these procedures.

Operational Quality.Assurance
or maintenance activities,
of this occurrence, in
Identify and correct any

This requested data has been provided by References 59, 60, 61 and 62.
The data shows:
No. Snubbers
Reservoir
2
3
8
2
3

8 (SG)
9

Accessible

Inaccessible

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Unit 1

Unit 2

7
1
1
21
1
2
I

27
0
0
16
0
2
0

In References 59 and 63, BG&E indicated their program to either eliminate
common reservoirs in safety-related equipment or increase the surveillance
of reservoir levels as a means of increased assurance that snubbers will
be highly reliable.
BG5E has informed us that during the Cycle 5 refueling outage for Unit 1,
they will modify all safety related snubbers to have their own separate
hydraulic fluid reservoir, with the exception of the eight snubber groups
We
supporting each steam generator (SG - indicated in the above table).
acceptable.
snubbers,
SG
the
but
all
to
modifications,
these
find
BG&E has stated that Bechtel (the plant architectural engineer), Grinnell
(a snubber manufacturer) and their own staff do not recommend putting the
eight SG snubbers on individual reservoirs. Since BG&E has agreed to
continue the monthly inspection of each reservoir level supplying the
sets of SG snubbers and has made such an application for change to TS
Table 3.7-4, Reference 67, we conclude that a common mode failure of all
snubbers supporting any SG is unlikely. We find the proposed TS acceptable.
2.11

Reactor Coolant Pump Lube Oil Collection System

in our October 2, 1980 letter on the status of the fire protection items at
the Calvert Cliffs units, we concluded the RCP oil spillage protection system
BG&E reports that
ITtem 3.3.4) proposed by Reference 64 was acceptable.
RCP during the
each
on
such an oil collection system has been installed
the accept
confirm
will
inspector
Cycle 5 reload outage. The I&E resident
3.3.4.
Item
protection
fire
out
ability of this installation, thus closing
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3.0

Technical Specification Changes

3.1

Steam Generator Pressure Setpoints

As an outcome of the review of a postulated steam line break, the following
changes to the Technical Specifications were requested:
o

Increase the steam generator low-pressure reactor scram setpoint
from 478 psia to 570 psia, and

0

Increase the steam generator low-pressure trip bypass from below
600 psia to below 685 psia. This is a manual operator action,
intended to bypass various control logics during normal cooldown.

The pages affected are 2-9, 2-10, B2-5, 3/4 3-4, 3/4 3-15, and 3/4 3-17.
The reason for changing the steam generator reactor trip and bypass setpoints
is to envelope the consequences of a steam line break for two cycles, such
that reanalyses for the Cycle 6 operation will be bounded by the Cycle
5 analyses.
Based on bounding evaluations conducted by BG&E, the staff concludes that
increasing the Technical Specification limits for the steam generator low
pressure setpoint to 570 psia and the steam generator bypass trip to below
685 psia will not adversely affect the consequences of SLBOC and therefore
are acceptable.
3.2

Asymmetric Steam Generator Transient Protection Trip Function

This new trip function would be covered in Table 2.2-I requiring a steam
generator pressure difference of < 135 psid. This trip function and the
supporting analysis has been addriessed in Sections 2.3 and 2.7 of this
SE. Therefore, we find the proposed TS acceptable. The pages affected
are 2-9, B2-7, 3/4 3-2, 3/4 3-6 and 3/4 3-7.
3.3

Thermal Margin Limit

Figure 2.1-1 should be modified to reflect the change in DNBR from 1.19
to 1.195. In addition, pages B 2-1, B 2-3, B2-5, B2-6 and 3/4 2-2 should
be changed to agree with the new DNBR limit found acceptable in Section
2.3 of this SE. This same section justifies the increase in peak linear
heat-rate from 14.2 to 15.5 Kw/ft on page 3/4 2-3.
3.4

Axial Shape Index

The axial shape index (ASI) should be changed slightly to accommodate the
expected Cycle 5 flux peaking. The ASI was an input to the thermal margin
safety limits analysis. Since this analysis has been reviewed and found
acceptable, the proposed TS changes should be made. The pages affected
are 2-11, 3/4 2-4 and 3/4 2-11.
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Shutdown Margin for Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4

Because of the higher fuel enrichment, the shutdown margin will need to
be increased from 3.4%Ak/k for Cycle 4 to 4.3% Ak/k for Cycle 5 operation.
As mentioned in Section 2.2 of this SE, we find the core reactivity analysis
acceptable. The pages affected are 3/4 1-1 and B 3/4 1-1.
3.6

Shutdown Margin for Mode 5

The shutdown margin was evaluated for a boron dilution event during the
cold shutdown condition. It was determined that a 3%Ak/k shutdown margin
would be required so that at least 15 minutes would be available to the
operator in order to terminate the deboration transient. Level requirements
are also proposed for the pressurizer and operating requirements for the
RCPs. We find these proposed TS changes acceptable. The pages affected
are 3/4 1-3, 3/4 1-9, 3/4 1-11, 3/4 1-13, 3/4 1-16, 3/4 4-2, 3/4 9-1,
B 3/4 1-1 and B 3/4 1-2.
3.7

Concentration and Availability of Borated Water Sources

Due to the required increase in the shutdown margin, the licensee proposes
to increase the boron concentration from > 1720 ppm to > 2300 ppm and slightly
reduce the storage requirements. We find-that the change in the boron con
centration is sufficient to offset the increased core reactivity in accident
analysis and for shutdown margin control. The change is, therefore,
acceptable. The pages affected are 3/4 1-1, 3/4 1-3, 3/4 1-14, 3/4
1-15, 3/4 1-16, 3/4 5-1, 3/4 5-7, 3/4 9-1, 3/4 10-1, B 3/4 1-2, B 3/4
1-3, and B 3/4 9-1.
3.8

Moderator Temperature Coefficient

The change of -2.5 X 1 0-4 Ak/k/ 0 F to -2.2 X 10-4 Ak/k/°F on page 3/4 1-5 is
acceptable according to our SE, Section 2.2.2.
3.9

Augmentation Factor

TS Figure 4.2-1 augmentation factors have been increased to envelope future
cycles. We find this new curve on page 3/4 2-5 acceptable.
3.10

Radial Peaking Factor

Planar radial peaking factor (Fxy) and total integrated radial peaking
factor (Fr) have been changed from < 1.660 to < 1.620 and from < 1.571 to
< 1.620, respectively. This change has been evaluated in Section 2.2 of the
SE and has been found acceptable. The TS pages changes are 3/4 2-6, 3/4 2-8
and 3/4 2-9.
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Containment Purge Isolation

In Table 3.3-5 on page 3/4 3-20, the Containment Purge Isolation Valve
Response Time has been reduced from 6 seconds to 5 seconds. This change
is in accordance with our present guidance (CSB Technical Position 6-4)
and is, therefore, acceptable. BG&E can meet this closure time reduction
since the containment purge isolation valves have been modified to only
partially open.
3.12

TSP Volume and Sample Method

The proposed change would increase the minimum volume of trisodium phosphate
dodecahydrate (TSP) required from 75 cubic feet to 100 cubic feet. It
would also change sample volume to 4.0 + 0.1 gms in > .5 + 1 liters of
RWT water instead of 0.6 + .7 lbs in 80'U gallons of water:. The reason
for this change is that t-e minimum volume of TSP needed to raise the pH
of the borated water of the ECCS to 7.0 is 100 cubic feet because of the
boron concentration change (Section 3.7). In order to test the ability
of the TSP to raise the pH of the borated water of the ECCS, the ratio
of the volume of TSP to the volume of ECCS borated water must be the same
in containment as it is in the laboratory. We find this change, which
is shown on TS page 3/4 5-5, acceptable.
4.0

Physics Startup Testing

The physics startup test program for Calvert Cliffs Unit No. 1, Cycle
5 was reviewed.. After discussions with the licensee, Reference 65 was
submitted. The low power tests include CEA group worth, critical boron
concentration, isothermal temperature coefficient, and CEA symmetry
check test. The power ascension test included power distribution, critical
boron concentration, isothermal temperature coefficient, and power coeffi
cient tests. The acceptance criteria and review criteria for each test
are reasonable. The action and review plan section states the actions
to be taken if any test fails to meet the acceptance or review criteria.
We have reviewed this entire program and find it acceptable.
5.0

Environmental Consideration

We have determined that this amendment does not authorize a change in
effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and will
not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made this
determination, we have further concluded that the amendment involves an
action which is insignificant from the standpoint of environmental impact
and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.5(d)(4) that an environmental impact statement,
or negative declaration and environmental impact appraisal need not be
prepared in connection with the issuance of this amendment.
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6.0

Conclusion

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: (1)
because the amendment does not involve a significant increase in the prob
ability or consequences of accidents previously considered and does not
involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the amendment does not
involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) there is reasonable
assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be endangered
by operation in the proposed manner, and (3) such activities will be con
ducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations and the issuance
of this amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and security
or to the health and safety of the public.
Date:

December 12,

1980
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7590-01

UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
DOCKET NO. 50-317
BALTIMORE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has issued
Amendment No. 48 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-53, issued to
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, which revised Technical Specifications
for operation of the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No.
facility) located in Calvert County, Maryland.

I (the

The amendment is effective

as of its date of issuance.
The amendment authorizes Cycle 5 operation at the licensed power
level of 2700 Mwt with:
o A slight increase in fuel enrichment to allow for a longer
operating cycle;
o Some demonstration fuel assemblies to test new fuel designs;
o Modified (slowed and reduced flow) guide tubes for the control
element assemblies (CEAs),

and

o Use of a new reactor protection system trip to protect the core
from steam generator transients.
The amendment revises the Appendix A Technical Specifications to
incorporate changes resulting from the detailed analysis of the Cycle 5
reload core.
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The application for the amendment complies with the standards and
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and
the Commission's rules and regulations.

The Commission has made appropriate

findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules and regulations
in 10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in the license amendment.

Prior

public notice of this amendment was not required since the amendment does
not involve a significant hazards consideration.
The Commission has determined that the issuance of this amendment
will not result in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant
to 10 CFR 51.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement, or negative declaration
and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with
issuance of this amendment.
For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the application
for amendment dated September 22 and December 12, 1980, as supplemented
October 21, November 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 18, 20, 25, 26, 28 and December 3,
1980,

(2) Amendment No. 48 to License No. DPR-53 and (3) the Commission's

related Safety Evaluation.

All of these items are available for public

inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717 H Street, N. W.,
Washington,
Maryland.

D. C. and at the Calvert County Library, Prince Frederick,
A copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon request addressed

to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D. C. 20555, Attention:
Director, Division of Licensing.
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland this 12th day of December 1980.
FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Robert A. Clark, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Licensing

